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SEOUL MADE reflects a change in the industrial value chain from manufacturing to innovative 

creation. It is designed to encourage millennial generations to get involved in further developing 

the city of Seoul while maintaining the traditions built by the baby boomer generation.

We help companies in Seoul get closer to millennial consumers worldwide who love the variety 

of content and goods made in Seoul. 

SEOUL MADE serves as a platform to support sustainable development for enterprises in the city 

such as providing a space for exhibition, packaging design, promotional events, and online sales. 

In the summer of 2019, SEOUL MADE opened its first exhibition hall for global events, allowing 

small and medium enterprises to enter global markets with its support and attract a new 

generation more than any other competitors around the world. Fortunately, they have already 

produced visible outcomes such as winning contracts and increasing sales.  

Seoul Business Agency has published <SEOUL MADE>, a monthly newsletter, to introduce new 

quality products from Seoul at home and abroad, dynamic changes in industries, and innovative 

figures or corporations.
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There’s a thing that brand experts say: “Brands are just like people.” Just like how 

there are billions of different people in the world, the brands all over the world are all 

unique in their own ways. 

With this month’s edition of Seoulmade, we’ll introduce you to the local brands of 

Seoul that shine with the vibrant atmosphere of Seoul.

A city and its brand always resemble each other. What comes to your mind when 

you think of Seoul? 

You’d probably say that Seoul is a city that is full of energy, diversity, and speed. 

You’re exactly right. But Seoul isn’t the only thing with those values. The brands 

inside the city also share the same attributes and are constantly changing the meet 

the needs of the busy citizens of Seoul. The brands in this month’s edition are those 

that represent the tastes of Seoul’s millennials, which can shift from antique items of 

ancient Seoul history to the city’s most state-of-the-art technology. 

In the #Flavors chapter, you’ll be able to see the local food and beverage brands  

in Seoul. Up next is the #Fashion chapter, in which you’ll get to meet the fashion 

brands that millennials love. 

After that, the #Culture chapter will bring you into the cultural brands that lift up 

Seoul as a city that provides opportunities for creative activities. 

Last but not least, the #Seoulmade chapter will open your eyes to the Seoulmade 

brand and its synergistic effect with Seoul’s local brands.

Seoulmade is a lifestyle platform brand by Seoul Business Agency. It was created to 

provide new and diverse experiences to those who wish to grasp and feel Seoul’s 

cultural atmosphere. Seoulmade introduces you to the ‘hip’ items that represent the 

flavors, fashion, security, and convenience of the city, and it’s through these things 

that you’ll be able to gain real-life experience relating to the lifestyle and brands of 

Seoul’s people today.

It doesn’t take much to know a person. All you have to do is figure out which brands 

he or she likes. What are the products that make you scream “Oh my god, I need to 

buy this!”? We’ll let you choose. Pick as many as you want from the brands below! 

Seoul’s vibes 

Seoul’s brands



The splendid scene of sunset of Seoul P.044

Go Minseong, manager of Tertre
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Sipping from a bottle of Seoul P.050

Do Jeonghan, CEO of Hand & Malt



서울이 만들다 P.132

서울메이드 스페이스

We don’t sell goods; we sell value P.050

Kim Sohyeong, manager of 29CM
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NO.2  AI, robots, and Seoul 
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2020 is the year that Seoulmade was born. It was a tough time for the magazine as the outbreak of COVID-19 hit 

right after the publishing of its first edition. However, it was also a meaningful opportunity for Seoulmade to rise up 

as a must-read magazine for people within and beyond Seoul. With this edition, we’ll be looking back at the year of 

2020 for Seoulmade with some B cuts that are even better than the A cuts. 

Customers are giving a round of applause to Lee Yeongsun, the owner of Mapo Dabanggil. She’s run the little restaurant for 

over 40 years. Such ovation are only for the worthy; the ones who have lived lives of giving. Photographer Lee Hangu  

NO.1   People in Seoul: 99+1

“I wanna hold your hand~.” A robot from Robotis is holding a person’s hand. If the little guy could talk and learn pop music 

through machine learning, he would definitely be singing a Beatles song right now. Photographer Kim Daejin



NO.3 Flavors of Seoul, tastes of the future
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There is so much to Korean desserts. Kim Huiju, the CEO of 'In Bojagi,' offers mouth-watering treats like black sesame pudding, 

beef jerky stuffing, and kumquat honey preserves. Photographer Kim Daejin

There are now various ways to enjoy meat. Meatique is a brand that has been gaining popularity by providing top-class beef 

cuts with Korea’s traditional drinks. Photographer O Chunggeun



NO.4 Urban manufacturing NO.5 Art city, Seoul
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These are the hands of Kim Gyosul, who has been making mechanical parts for Taeseong Mechanics for 45 years. The hands 

of those who believe in their effort have kept Seoul’s manufacturing business alive. Photographer Kim Daejin

“Machines can never replicate the work of a human. It’s easier to shape the products with your hands. Plus, they’re more 

durable.”- Park Gyeongwon, CEO of Bulgwang Blacksmith Workshop & Hardware Store. Photographer O Chunggeun

Jongno Theater Troupe now has to leave its home which they have been in for over ten years because of COVID-19. But the 

troupe’s representative, Seong Cheonmo, says it’s actually an opportunity, not a crisis. Photographer Kim Daejin



NO.6 Seoul during COVID-19 NO.7 Seoul: A park full of excitement
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The director of H Plus Yangji Hospital, Kim Sangil, is a legendary doctor who created the “walk-thru test”, which now is the key 

factor in K-quarantine. He is still fighting against COVID-19. Photographer Kim Jaehyeong

“I want to create my own unique content that has never been done before. It’s my desire to walk the path that no one has 

been to. I’m going to do my best to keep on riding.”- Long board influencer Choi Jin Photographer O Chunggeun
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Running has now become one of the favorite sports of Seoul’s people. The best place to run Seoul would be Han River, of 

course. Even the trail running athletes from overseas say that they visit Seoul just for a run. Photographer Kim Jaehyeong

At the banks of Han River, you can run into people that grab their gear for various after-work activities. Even the hot summer 

air and the masks on their faces can’t stop their passion for sports. Photographer Kim Daejin

NO.7 Seoul: A park full of excitement



NO.8 The trip that was lost shall now be found
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The age of post-COVID has left us with an unexpected opportunity to discover the new sceneries of the city that 

had been so familiar. The citizens of Seoul are enjoying their slow walks through the old fortress of Mongchon 

Toseong. Photographer O Chunggeun



NO.9 World-changing creators NO.10  그래도 책이다NO.10 Still into books
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Seoul Walker is a YouTuber who walks the streets of Seoul and records them in the most unique way. If you want to know 

how to fall in love with Korea’s capital, all you have to do is walk with him. Photographer Kim Jaehyeong

What color would the literature be in a traditional house of Korea? If you want to find out, then hurry along to Cheongun Public 

Literature Library, a place where you can dig into books inside a peaceful Hanok in nature. Photographer O Chunggeun



NO.10  Still into booksNO.10 Still into books NO.10  그래도 책이다NO.11  SPACE
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Obliterating the physical limits of books. The independent publisher, Jjokpress & Goat, are making history in independent 

publishing by creating books that are nothing like the ones before.  Photographer Kim Jaehyeong

It’s no wonder that this public bath has been transformed into a cultural area with cafe. Cultures have been created from 

places where people gather, chat with each other. Haenghwatang, a cultural complex of art. Photographer O Chunggeun

With old polished floors, peculiar designs with pearl inlays, and the sweet scent of coffee beans, Oriental Coffee Salon is loved 

by millennials in Korea, and it’s become a ‘hip’ place in Eulji-ro. Photographer Kim Jaehyeong
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Global brands all have things called ‘flagship stores’. Flagship stores are places 

that represent the brands, even in their hometowns. Good examples would 

be the Burberry store in London, Chanel in Cambon, Paris, Supreme’s store in 

Lafayette Street, New York, and the Seiko branch of Wako Department Store 

in Ginza, Tokyo. Something feels different when you purchase products from 

those stores. That’s because you get to buy the brands’ goods in their most 

sacred branches. In fact, Chanel’s store in Cambon, which is the company’s 

head shop, is listed as one of Hana Tour’s must-visit places in Paris. 

The unofficial 
alliance 
between 
brands and 
their city 

But it’s funny: there is absolutely no 

difference between a product in one 

of Korea’s plain old department stores 

and the one in Cambon. It’s the same 

as New York’s Supreme.

You won’t be able to tell the difference 

between Supreme’s products in 

Korea’s second-hand shops and the 

ones in New York. They are exactly the 

same; only their sales locations differ.

So why do we feel like that there is 

something different, something special 

about certain stores? It’s probably 

because visiting flagship stores is 

something like arriving at the final 

destination of a pilgrimage. Just like 

people feel about certain stores. 

The same logic can be applied for 

streetwear. Streetwear such as 

sweatshirts, sweatpants, jeans, 

and jackets can’t really do much to 

stand out among the crowd. They all 

have size-friendly outfits and simple 

designs, so it’s hard for streetwear 

brands to make their clothes distinct. 

All they can do is to keep their logos, 

colors, and identity unique. They’ll do 

anything to build up their brand image 

and make themselves stand out from 

the rest. It’s only natural for streetwear 

brands to utilize their hometowns in 

their designs.

The cities around the world are 

all unique, and brands are doing 

everything they can to capture their 

characteristics. New York is on the 

east coast of the United States, which 

makes the city extremely hot in the 

summer and freezing cold in the 

winter. That is why the streetwear in 

New York tends to have a lot of warm 

materials such as wool.

The Stussy brand from California, 

however, specializes in T-shirts and 

shorts. Of course, the brand does 

make winter clothes, but a sweatshirt 

wouldn’t be the first thing to come up 

in your mind when you think of Stussy. 

Meanwhile, streetwear in Japan is so 

elaborate that it makes you question 

the need for their sophisticated 

designs. A good example of their 

detail would be Bathing Ape’s vivid 

camouflage patterns.

Italy has the C.P. Company brand. The 

brand’s exaggerated silhouettes in its 

streetwear reflect the stunning edge 

of Milan. If you move up a bit, there 

is Freitag, the fashion brand from 

Zürich, Switzerland. The idea of cutting 

off waterproof cloth from trucks and 

making it into bags would’ve failed if 

it weren’t for the brand’s location in 

Zürich. It’s hard to put it into words, but 

no one would disagree that streetwear 

brands all reflect the atmospheres of 

the cities in which they are based. 

This tendency was even stronger in 

the age before the wave of street 

fashion. In Paris, there was Chanel 

and Cartier. The brands of Paris were 

all embedded with the city’s perfect 

religious monuments, brand stores 

are designed to elevate the feelings 

of those who come to experience the 

given brands.

Flagship stores do the exact same 

job. Some brands even think up 

meticulous strategies to maximize that 

experience. For example, when you 

buy something at a Chanel store, your 

product comes in a black paper bag 

that has the brand’s name in white 

lettering. But when you buy the same 

thing at the store in Cambon, you are 

presented with a white shopping bag 

that has the store’s address written 

over it. This distinction changes how 

balance between elegance and 

insolence, and carried the impeccable 

combination of its stylishness and 

decadence. The same goes for 

London’s Burberry. This elegant 

coat maker used to have London’s 

conservative taste right inside its 

luxurious coats. (However, the brand 

later safely lands on the high-priced 

clothing market for males with the 

arrival of Christopher Bailey, and later 

transforms into a polished streetwear 

brand with Riccardo Tisci.) 

Another brand from England’s capital 

is Vivienne Westwood, which reflects 

the punk culture that used to be the 

defining spirit of youths in the city. 

New York’s brands, however, tend 

to express the city’s conventional 

nobility with labels such as Brooks 

Brothers. In the case of Milan, the 

nylon from Prada represents the 

typical progressivism of elite socialists 

of Europe. In fact, Miuccia Prada is 

actually a feminist and a socialist. 

It seems as though the brands of 

the past reflected their cities better 

than the ones now, as the world back 
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then had less connection between 

countries and regions. The emergence 

of global brands and their brand 

images is actually a new phenomenon. 

Imported goods were only allowed to 

be sold to the privileged, and normal 

people did not dare to lay their hands 

on them. Frankly speaking, goods that 

you can buy after saving up for a few 

months can’t really be called luxury 

items. 

Cities attract people, and people 

create things inside cities. The things 

that people make in their cities spread 

out to the world under the names 

of brands, and those brands form 

the images of the cities. That is how 

the ecosystem of people, cities, 

and brands works. Now, we live in 

an age where street fashion and 

couture brands are all jumbled up with 

each other. Dior is making ‘Air Dior’ 

with Air Jordan, and Louis Vuitton is 

collaborating with Supreme.

The trend doesn’t end here, as other 

brands are merging the atmospheres 

of different cities into their products. 

go out on the market with the names 

of their hometowns, as the towns and 

regions where the drinks are made are 

also parts of nature.

Agricultural goods aren’t the only 

things to take up the names of their 

home cities. Industrial products follow 

the same way when it comes to their 

titles. Yes, I already know what’s on 

your mind; the luxurious watch from 

Geneva. The top-notch machines 

are born in the southeastern region 

of Switzerland, where French is the 

main language. Nearly all luxury watch 

companies have their headquarters in 

the mountainsides close to Geneva. 

Of course, the city’s name is at the 

core of their identity. The city is so 

renowned as a sanctum of watch 

production that the process of crafting 

the metal engine inside watches is 

specifically called “Geneva Stripe.” The 

‘branding’ of cities and their buildings 

has been around for centuries. 

Istanbul’s Hagia Sophia, and the Eiffel 

Tower of Paris are all perfect models 

of how the state-of-the-art technology 

can give birth to the monuments that 

will represent their cities forever. 

Another example of this would be the 

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in 

the United States, which was designed 

by the American architect Frank Lloyd 

Wright. Even now, cities around the 

world are becoming the foundations 

for architectural experiments, and in 

turn the architecture is rebuilding their 

images. London is a great example of 

how the newest buildings can renovate 

a city’s image. Norman Foster’s 

Gherkin Tower in 2004, or Renzo 

Piano’s most recent work The Shard, 

stands out in between the old heritage 

sites of Westminster Cathedral and 

London Bridge. These buildings all 

intertwine within the eyes of the 

beholder, forming a new impression of 

London: a city where the new and old 

are in perfect harmony.

We can’t help but ask a question here: 

Could there also be a secret formula 

for the synchronization between cities, 

architecture, and brands? The answer 

is simple; all you need is to keep the 

energy flowing inside the city. Where 

there is opportunity, there is an influx 

of capital and talent. What people with 

talent want are busy cities that are full 

of energy. Vibrant cities are like fields 

of gambling where failure and success 

is just a step away from each other, 

and inside this battleground the winner 

is the one with the best talent.

Supreme, now a company with nearly 

1 trillion dollars’ worth of market 

value, was once a small store in 

an alley of New York. Back in those 

days, new brands and architecture 

were swarming through the old 

urban streets. Currently, Supreme is 

concentrating on the district of Bowery 

instead of its home of Lafayette 

Street to make a store expansion. 

The building of the store in Bowery is 

where the bank of Germania used to 

be. Supreme, a brand that represents 

New York, is now setting up its store 

inside the historic heritage of the city.

All of these cases show how brands 

bring out their creativity inside cities 

all over the world. Cities and brands 

Writer Park Chanyong (Editor, Columnist)

I’ve been working as an editor for a lifestyle 

magazine company in Korea, writing about 

traveling, watches, and everything else 

that the company tells me to write about. 

Thankfully, my career didn’t go all to waste; 

I got to publish some books, such as The 

Private Life of Magazines and Though We 

May Not Be the Protagonists, but I can’t say 

that they were successful. I’m just doing what 

I can and writing about the things I love. 

will continue to grow by forming 

sophisticated connections with each 

other. As long as the human race 

exists, the talent of individuals will 

find its way to the cities that welcome 

them. 

Cities that are renowned globally, such 

as London, New York, Los Angeles, 

and Paris, will keep attracting talented 

people for fresh ideas. But I believe 

it’s time for cities from Asia to take 

initiative and make something new. I’ll 

be keeping my eyes open for cities like 

Kuala Lumpur, Bangkok, Jakarta, and 

Mumbai to create something that will 

surprise the world.

Palm Angels and Eriss are perfect 

examples. Palm Angles is going after 

Milan and Venice Beach, and Eriss is 

mixing up Milan and London. If you’re 

into streetwear, you’ll notice that 

the two brands have strange graphic 

designs printed on their outerwear. 

Sometimes a specific type of 

merchandise will represent a city. In 

this case, the city would be the one 

to ensure the quality of the product. 

Agricultural goods are the archetypes 

of this business model, such as the 

famous wines from Bordeaux and 

Burgundy. As you can see, alcoholic 

beverages tend to show off their 

hometowns because they are 

combinations of regional farm produce 

and manual labor. Islay Whisky from 

Scotland and Okinawa’s spirits are 

also good examples of this trend. 

Masataka Taketsuru, the one who 

founded Nikka Whisky after learning 

in Scotland, wrote in his book Whisky 

and Me that whiskey is a product of 

the environment in which it is created. 

It’s no surprise that whiskey products 
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Seoul's bread, baked with old memories  Sin Gyeongcheol, executive director of Taegeukdang

Seoul's makgeolli made with Seoul's rice  Go Syeongyong, CEO of Han River Brewery

Seoul at sunset is magnificent  Go Minseong, manager of Tertre

Sipping from a bottle of Seoul  Do Jeonghan, CEO of Hand & Malt

#FLAVORS
Every city has its flavors. The shops that cherish the city’s flavors are the ones that grow into the 

cities’ top-selling brands. Here, we’ll guide you through Seoul’s local food and beverage brands.
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Seoul is a city of change. But just like the old 

train tracks scattered around the districts of the 

capital, Seoul also knows how to maintain its 

precious heritage. The store of Taegeukdang, 

which celebrates its 75th year of business, is a 

perfect example of this. We met with the store’s 

executive director, Sin Gyeongcheol, inside the 

bakery that was full of the smell of bread from 

our good old memories. 
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Seoul's bread, 
baked with old 
memories
Gyeongcheol, executive 

director of Taegeukdang
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"Oranda is a type of bread we've been 

baking for quite a long time. It goes 

out of stock as soon as we put it out, 

but it didn’t do well before our main 

store’s remodeling in 2012. We only 

made three in a week, but we still 

had leftovers. Back then, I asked my 

father why he kept on baking it, and 

he told me that there was an elderly 

lady who kept coming to the bakery 

for that specific bread. His attitude is 

what I seek to follow when it comes 

to running the Taegeukdang bakery.” 

This is the heart of Taegeukdang, the 

bakery that holds the heritage of three 

generations. This store opened up in 

1946 at the busy street of Myeong-

dong, and soon gained the title of 

being the best bakery of central 

Seoul. Director Sin’s grandfather was 

a baking expert and started to take 

in bread making machines after the 

country’s liberation to develop Korean-

style breads.

Taegeukdang moved to Jangchung-

dong in 1973, and the place is now 

home to the company’s main store. 

Director Sin says that the town has 

good energy because it is a place 

where the water from streams gathers 

up. Good energy might actually be the 

secret behind Taegeukdang’s success. 

After moving to Jangchung-dong, the 

bakery hit its peak.

The main store of Taegeukdang went 

through remodeling in 2015 after 40 

years of business, but the company’s 

history is still reminiscent inside the 

new space. The huge chandeliers that 

shine through the breads, a signboard 

that reads “To pay taxes is to make 

our nation strong,” and the walls 

with drawings of milk cows running 

along are all the things that helped 

Taegeukdang go beyond just a store 

to become a nationwide brand. Tablets 

from the main store and new articles 

from the store have been recognized 

as historical heritage pieces, and 

some of them have been donated to 

museums.

“There have been a lot of changes, but 
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Taegeukdang might be an old bakery,

but nothing about it feels old.

The store tries to reach out to new

generations of customers and spread

out its identity.

The main store of Taegeukdang has been sitting tight in the town of Jangchung-dong ever since 1973. 
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Roro cakes, butter cakes, and sponge 

cakes are all best-selling products of 

the bakery that remind Seoul’s people 

of the good times they used to have. 

This merchandise is over 50 years old, 

but it still accounts for about 70-80% 

of the company’s sales. To return the 

favor, Taegeukdang does what it does 

best and keeps on baking its good-

old treats. The main store preserves 

the retro vibe of the bakery, and the 

employees stand their ground and 

keep the recipes and sizes of the 

products consistent and unharmed. 

It’s easy to see that ‘not changing’ is 

what Taegeukdang does best.

“The old stores that don’t lose their 

customers keep their original menus 

unchanged. I don’t think that business 

owners need to change everything 

it also seems like there hasn’t been 

any change at all,” states director Sin. 

What he says is true. The owners of 

Taegeukdang succeeded in preserving 

the bakery’s original color while 

keeping up with the dining trends 

today. The company improved its 

hygiene and took in better ingredients 

to meet the new standards of Seoul 

citizens. 

Director Sin points out that old stores 

are failing because their long-gone 

glory of the past is blinding them 

and preventing them from making 

changes. He says that stores need 

to keep moving to fit into the new 

business environment. But there are 

things that shouldn’t change as well, 

such as Taegeukdang’s flavor. Monaca 

ice cream, vegetable salad breads, #
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Youngsters with fancy clothes, 

middle-aged hikers, and elderly 

people with their grandchildren all 

gather at Taegeukdang. It truly is a 

charming bakery where Seoul citizens 

can remind themselves of the best 

memories they’ve had inside the city. 

To young people, Taegeukdang is a 

place for ‘retro’ experience. As for 

the elderly, it is a store where they 

can actually fall back to their good old 

memories.

The goal of Taegeukdang is to become 

a bakery that can represent Seoul, just 

like Daejeon’s Sungsimdang. Right 

now, Taegeukdang has four bakeries in 

Seoul, but the company is planning to 

spread out its branches to all districts 

of Seoul by its 100th anniversary.

all the time. The important thing is to 

know what you want to say with your 

brand.

Taegeukdang has the story of 

‘reminiscence’ inside all its products. 

I realized that we needed to keep this 

value intact because it was the reason 

that the bakery was able to survive 

over three generations. We never 

change our brand; what we change is 

the way to show our brand  so that we 

can keep up with the city’s trends.”

Indeed, Taegeukdang has succeeded 

in keeping up with the trends. It is 

now a plaza where all the generations 

of Seoul come together. Right now, 

the seats have been all cleared out 

to follow quarantine measures, but 

normally a strange scene can always 

be observed inside this bakery. W
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Seoul might get its signature drink 

established. After only a year and a 

half of service, the products of Han 

River Brewery, a company that makes 

makgeolli with Seoul’s rice, have 

become the new liquor trend in the 

capital. 

 

Seoul's makgeolli made 
with Seoul's rice 
Go Syeongyong, 

CEO of Han River Brewery

Go Seongyong grins proudly as he 

tastes a cup of makgeolli. He shines 

with confidence and pride when 

talking about his products, as if he 

were telling his friends about how 

proud he is of his son. The thick, ivory 

liquid is sweet and sublime, and the 

transparent cylinder that keeps the 

drink boosts its flavor. This delicacy is 

a treat to both the tongue and eye.

Naroo Makgeolli is the brand from Han 

River Brewery, which is a company 

that CEO Go Seongyeong and director 

Lee Sanguk founded in 2019. They 

both loved liquor but were far from 

making them. What got them to jump 

into the brewery business was their 

urge to create a traditional drink that 

could represent Seoul.

They were mesmerized by the charm 

of Korea’s traditional drinks and soon 

tasted every old beverage they could 

find around the country. It wasn’t long 

before they started to think about 

what they could actually do to create #
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the traditional drink brand of Seoul. 

The two finally made up their minds to 

brew by themselves, and sought the 

Korean Home-made Liquor Institute to 

learn and experience the true ways of 

traditional drinks of Korea. 

Making new recipes and coming up 

with ideas for all sorts of drinks was 

fun, but they had to pass a strict 

standard to sell their product to the 

public. The two had to experiment 

inside their homes as they couldn’t 

afford any other space, and after one 

year and a half of constant trial and 

error, they finally came up with Naroo 

Makgeolli. Han River Brewery started 

from Seoul, and inside this city is the 

peculiar town of Seongsu-dong, which 

is the source of inspiration for CEO 

Go. The town is full of factories and 

cultural amusements, as well as the 

river of Han River and a bridge that 

crosses over the river, making the 

neighborhood the best place for the 

birth of Naroo Makgeolli. 

Han River Brewery is setting a new 

standard of makgeolli inside the 

‘hippest’ area of Seoul. The main 

ingredient of the company’s makgeolli 

is the rice that comes from Seoul. 

Even people from Seoul are unaware 

of this agricultural produce, but the 

rice is indeed from Seoul, grown in 

Gangseo-gu’s Gaehwa-dong right next 

to the plains of Gimpo.

From 3,000,000m2 of absolute 

farmland, 1,400 ton of rice under 

the name of ‘Gyeongbokgung’ is 

produced. Just like the company’s 

motto, ‘the traditional drink that 

represents Seoul’, the brewers of Han 

River Brewery utilize Gyeongbokgung 

Rice to make their makgeolli.

Right after the outbreak of COVID-19, 

the company went through a drastic 

fall in sales. But after selling products 

online at the end of March, Han River 

Brewery has been experiencing a 

boost of orders.

Their supply couldn’t catch up with 

the number of orders, and this 

was only a year after setting up the 

company’s first factory. The brewery 

now consumes an enormous amount 

of four tons of rice every month. The 

company had to double their facilities 

last October, but even this couldn’t 

handle the explosion of demand. This 

is why the owners of the company are 

planning to make another expansion 

in the future.

Traditional drinks are the only liquor 

in Korea that can be sold online. The 

outbreak of COVID-19 might have 

canceled our gatherings offline, but it 

still can’t stop us from tasting various 

traditional drinks from online stores. 

Where there is demand, there will be 

supply. It won’t be long until the beers 

on the shelves of convenience stores 

will be replaced with the traditional 

drinks from all over Korea. #
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Tertre, the cafe that stands on top of the hill 

of Changsin-dong, is one of Seoul’s most 

popular places right now. The view from the 

cafe’s glass walls makes Seoul look like a 

scene from a romantic movie. We met with 

the cafe’s manager, Go Minseong, and had 

a chat about how Tertre is creating a new 

coffee culture inside Seoul, the city we love. 

Seoul at sunset 
is magnificent
Go Minseong, 

manager of Tertre
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What is the meaning of ‘Tertre?’ 

We’re curious to know the idea 

behind the name of the cafe The 

word ‘tertre’ is French for ‘small hill’. 

You might have already noticed on your 

way up here, but some roads around 

here are close to being cliffs. I named 

the cafe Tertre wishing that this place 

could become a famous site of Seoul, 

just like Montmartre of Paris.

What makes Tertre stand out from 

other cafes? A lot of people say that 

the view here is amazing, but I’d like 

to point out that the space of the cafe 

itself is the key. Here, you can make 

your order on the first floor and then 

sit anywhere from the second floor to 

the rooftop on the fourth floor. What’s 

interesting is that the visitors like to 

take the whole place as a playground, 

rather than a cafe where they sit 

around for an hour or two. Tertre is a 

place where you can experience the 

comforts of an area without tables 

or seats. At sunset, the surroundings 

of the cafe change from day to night 

within an hour. That’s when the 

atmosphere inside Tertre changes as 

well, and I’ll say that you won’t get this 

kind of experience at any other cafe.

Why do you think people love this 

place so much? Regardless of their 

here so they can let foreigners see the 

diversity of their city. A lot of designers 

and people in the fashion industry also 

come here to get inspiration.

As an actual businessperson in 

Changsin-dong, what do you think 

is the town’s charm? Changsin-

dong is a place with a human touch. 

A lot of areas in Seoul are places with 

skyscrapers, studios, and apartments, 

with a pile of accommodation facilities 

surrounding them. If you live in Seoul’s 

downtown, you might think of the city 

as an all-in-one metropolis. But here in 

the town of Changsin, the landscape 

is only filled up by people. You need to 

go all the way to the bottom of the hill 

just to get to a convenience store. The 

scene on top of the hill is so peaceful, 

but the view down all the way is full 

of the havoc of Korea’s capital, which 

makes you feel like as if you were in 

the countryside right in the middle of 

the city. Seoul is definitely a place of 

fierce competition, but if you climb up 

to the top of Changsin-dong’s hill, you 

can experience the city’s tranquil side.

What time is the best to experience 

the amazing view of Seoul here? 

It depends on the season. At this 

time of winter, 5:30 PM to 6:30 PM 

would be the best. When you visit the #
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age, all those who come here have the 

same reaction when they come here. 

They shout out exclamations of wonder 

when they see the view outside. Our 

cafe’s advantage is that you can get a 

360-degree panoramic view of Seoul 

at a glance. The sight here is slightly 

different from the visual experience 

you’ll get at places like Namsan 

Mountain or Lotte Tower. Here, you 

can witness how the castle walls of 

Naksan draws a line between the 

business districts and residential areas, 

which reveals both sides of Seoul’s 

dynamics. I’m guessing this is why a 

lot of visitors bring their foreign friends 
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cafe at sunset, you can have a visual 

experience of both night and day. The 

conversion between the two scenes is 

so surreal that we even held an event 

based on this once. At the event we 

had people buy tickets on the first floor 

so they could go up to the second 

and third floors to enjoy the view of 

Seoul as a film. It took an hour or two 

for the scene outside to change to 

a night view, and we put our efforts 

into offering the visual experience 

to our customers in the form of a 

movie. Before working at Tertre, I 

never had the chance to use the word 

“magnificent”. But after beholding the 

landscape of Seoul here, I now know 

what the word truly means.

Our cafe’s advantage is that you can

get a 360-degree panoramic view

of Seoul at a glance. Here, you can

witness how the castle walls of Naksan

draws a line between the business

districts and residential areas, which

reveals both sides of Seoul’s dynamics. 
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There’s a secret brewery in 

Seoul with the most exquisite 

type of beer in the whole 

country. We traveled to the 

Hand & Malt brewery to meet 

CEO Do Jeonghan, who does 

everything he can to put the 

trendy side of Seoul into all of 

his beers

Sipping from 
a bottle of Seoul 
Do Jeonghan, 

CEO of Hand & Malt

You’re famous for brewing a wide 

variety of beers using all sorts of 

local ingredients around Korea 

I might be a second-generation Korean 

American, but my love for Korea runs 

deep. I started to make beers using 

local ingredients from Korea because I 

wanted to let the world know that the 

country was also capable of brewing 

top-class beers. I began with running 

a hop farm in Gapyeong, and after 

that I started using traditional Korean 

ingredients instead of bitter hops. 

My efforts include beers made out of 

sesame leaves, the K-Weisse, which 

is made using lactic acid bacteria from 

kimchi, and Sowon Pale Ale, an ale that 

includes water from the mountain of 

Baekdusan.

Recently, Sangsang Pale Ale, which 

contains Korean honey caused a 

sensation on social media as the ‘go-to 

drink’ for office workers’ after-work beer. 

People were recognizing the beer as a 

drink they could have after they’ve put 

their babies to sleep.

Is that why your food is also very 

Korean? I traveled to Japan once, and 

someone there asked me why Koreans 

didn’t eat Korean food when they were 

drinking beer. He had a good point. Just 

think of the food you could have with 

beer. The first ones to come to mind 

would be chicken or pizza.  After coming 

back from that trip, I had a talk with 

our main chef, and we came up with 

a menu on sujebi, which is a Korean-

style dumpling. Our recipe contains a 

sujebi soup that contains mushrooms, 

cream sauce, and a sprinkle of a Korean 

mother’s love. Naeja-dong Mushroom 

Cream Sujebi can only be found at our #
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enjoy the pleasure of bringing dishes 

from restaurants around the area.

Who are the people in Seoul that 

seek out Hand & Malt’s beer? Our 

main customers are millennial women. 

Men tend to enjoy beer in a lot of other 

countries, but in Korea, women are the 

ones who like to drink beer. I guess it’s 

because Korean men enjoy soju more. 

Most women prefer soft and tasteful 

ales over cool and refreshing lagers, and 

Hand & Malt’s beers fit right into their 

favorite style. Millennial women are 

flexible when it comes to their tastes. 

Rather than sticking to one type of beer, 

they try out new ones all the time and 

that AB Inbev would be the best firm 

to make our beers more popular since 

it is the world’s biggest beer brewing 

company. But this doesn’t mean that 

the taste and quality of Hand & Malt’s 

beers will change. We’ll always be doing 

our best to keep our identity, recipes, 

and personnel just the way they are. 

The staff from AB Inbev share the same 

ideas. They don’t want to swap our 

ingredients with cheaper ones just to 

make cuts on costs. Our goal is to keep 

on making beers that our customers 

can trust, and to come up with new 

and innovative beers that the people of 

Seoul can enjoy.

between Gyeongbokgung Palace and 

Gwanghwamun. While riding around 

on a scooter, I found a Hanok building 

in between the alleys of Naeja-dong. It 

was a worn-down building, but it had 

all the things I needed, which were the 

traditional and modern sides of Seoul. 

Behind the place was the elegant palace 

of Gyeongbokgung, beside it there 

were skyscrapers that vaunted their 

magnificence, and in between the high-

rise buildings were the narrow streets 

and little houses that reflected Seoul’s 

older self. I decided that the town of 

Naeja-dong would be a perfect place for 

Seoul people to come over and enjoy 

hand-made beers that had the best of 

Korea’s local ingredients. 

What about your other branches? 

They must have their own charms 

as well, right? Of course. You can 

also enjoy our beer at Yongsan and 

first Hand & Malt store. The first store 

is in the middle of the old urban center 

of Seoul, a place that manages to keep 

its original way of people’s living while 

also embracing cultures from all over 

the world. Our sujebi soup reflects the 

area’s culture as it is a fusion dish that 

is rooted on the foundations of Korea’s 

traditional recipes. 

It looks like your first store in Naeja-

dong means a lot I was left in awe at 

the sight of Seoul when I first came to 

the city in 1996. What overwhelmed 

me was the passion of the people and 

the heat from the breath of vigorous 

industries that could only be found in 

developing countries. I had been to 

other cities such as Busan, Daegu, 

and Jeju, but I couldn’t think of any 

city with the same fervor as Seoul. 

That’s why I wanted to open up my first 

branch near the symbols of Seoul, in #
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figure out their unique preferences. 

Young women are the ones who give 

out the best reactions when we come 

up with new beers every week at our 

brewery. Last October, we collaborated 

with a webtoon called Yumi’s Cells, 

which was a popular cartoon among 

young women, and released Yumi’s 

Wheat Ale. The product was a huge 

success. It was supposed to be a limited 

edition, but we had to make additional 

releases because of the huge demand.

You sold Hand & Malt over to AB 

InBev, which is the mother company 

of OB Brewery. What will become of 

your brewery in the future? I decided 

Gwanghuimun. Yongsan is a place of 

railways and subways, which means 

that people from all over the country 

visit the area every day. We felt that this 

made the area a perfect place for us 

to experiment with the ideas we were 

trying to realize. The interior design of 

our branch in Yongsan was also done 

in an experimental and creative style 

to reflect the area’s atmosphere. At 

our underground brewery, we come 

up with different beers every week so 

that customers can taste them and give 

us feedback right away. Meanwhile, 

our branches at Gwanghuimun and 

Dongdaemun are stores that share 

a mutual connection with the locals. 

Our Gwanghuimun store refrains from 

selling anything other than beer so 

that the visitors can go to other stores 

around the area to enjoy local food. 

People who come to our store can W
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Seoul is a city of change, and it 

changes so often that the city needs 

a new  standard to live every decade. 

There has also been a lot of changes in 

the way people live and spend money, 

and BO Market shows how new retail 

stores should operate. BO Market is 

becoming a role model for local brand 

owners who are aspiring to become 

the driving force of urban regeneration. 

Right now, the people of Seoul are 

discovering new methods of living 

and spending. On top of that, they are 

also starting to pay attention to the 

regeneration process that provides 

them with a balance between the 

ways of the old and the new. BO 

Market was never conceived with 

a grandiose objective to find new 

customer targets or regenerate the 

city; it was only built to fill itself up 

with things that could provide a 

pleasant experience to its visitors, 

and that was the secret behind the 

store’s success in becoming a new 

trend. Surely, BO Market's brand value 

proves that constant feedback is the 

key to positive change. 

BO Market is a brand that was created 

by Yu Bora, who is a designer with 

a career in car designs. BO Market 

is a general goods store with a local 

identity, and it sells everything from 

groceries, coffee, and bakery. You 

might think of the first name of the 

store’s founder when you hear the 

name of the store, but it is actually an 

acronym of the word “beautiful” and 

“ordinary.”

It started off as a little mint-green 

store on the first floor of Namsan 

Mansion. The little store sold groceries 

and daily necessities in an area where 

there wasn’t any supermarket nearby, 

making it the town’s tiny supermarket. 

But it didn’t take long until BO 

Market transformed into a local 

community that would get rid of the 

inconveniences for residents within 

the area.

How was a little store like that capable 

of such a thing? BO Market is a 

Writer O Junsik (brand designer)

O Junsik was Hyundai Card and Amore Pacific’s creative director. He now works 

as Very Joon Oh’s chief designer. 

place where people could come and 

remind themselves of the good times 

they had when they would come to 

supermarkets with their mothers. 

The store could also gain popularity 

because it had a warm atmosphere 

of a local cafe as well as offering 

useful living supplies from all over the 

world. This little but versatile edition 

of a store grew from a local shop 

in Namsan Mansion to a brand that 

represents Seoul.

The designs of BO Market products 

are so natural that it makes you wonder 

if there was any designing done at all. 

In my opinion, the store has two types 

of qualities that make it an excellent 

brand. One is that BO Market takes 

care of the customers who relatively 

have difficulty in accessing stores. 

BO Market has never forgotten that it 

started from an apartment complex, 

and it does everything it can to lend a 

helping hand to children and pet dogs. 

Not only does the market come with 

tables where customers can sit down 

for a snack, it is also equipped with 

sketchbooks and crayons that children 

can use to draw pictures while waiting 

for their parents. The kids who come 

to BO Market have no time to be 

bored as they can enjoy hours of 

creative activities without worrying 

about anyone interfering. There is 

also a wide variety of food and water 

trays for dogs of all sizes. Here at BO 

Market, dogs come and learn how to 

socialize with people and other dogs 

while they enjoy a peaceful afternoon 

break.

The second quality of the store is 

its garden. It’s hard to find well-kept 

gardens in Seoul, but the one in BO 

Market might just be an exception. The 

green areas that used to be neglected 

inside the gray forest of apartments 

turned into a canvas of possibilities 

with the help of the store. The 

gardening designs here at BO Market 

actually became an inspiration for 

architects in Seoul who are looking for 

ways to harmonize their designs with 

nature. BO Market transformed the 

forgotten land around the apartment 

complex into a precious garden, and 

it created a synergy effect between 

the store and the surrounding 

environment.

Brands change people’s lives. Seoul’s brands in particular are making the 

people of Seoul’s lives more comfortable and convenient. To get better insight 

on this phenomenon, we ran over to designer O Junsik and asked him about his 

favorite brand in Seoul. His choice, the BO Market, is an example of how a little 

store can bring huge change to a city. 

The brands 
of Seoul that 
I love
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We are the Future  Paracosm Studio General director Gi Hojin, art director Mo Sihyeon

With ease, simplicity, and delicacy  Mazi Untitled’s CEO Eom Juntae, and directors Kim Jeonghun and Yu Intae

Seoul’s story, starting from Berlin  Yun Jiyun, CEO of YUN Seoul

What's most Seoul-like is what's global  Sin Chanho, CEO of Layer

#FASHION
The fashion of a city depends on  the clothes that people wear, in which the city’s fashion brands 

play a huge part. Here are the fashion brands that Seoul millennials love.



Paracosm Studio is a brand that went viral after 

proposing the innovative idea of air-padded jackets. 

We met with key employees of the company who 

are on a daring adventure to realize their dream of 

creating a sustainable future inside the city of Seoul.
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We are the 
Future
Paracosm Studio General director 

Gi Hojin, art director Mo Sihyeon

General director Gi Hojin (left) and art director Mo Sihyeon
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We are here with Paracosm’s two 

directors, along with photographer 

Kim Taehwan, graphic designer Yu 

Jiwon, and producer Im Yunjae. How 

would you define the  Paracosm 

Studio brand? Gi Hojin It is a brand 

that is founded on the concept of 

experimenting with creative ideas 

instead of going after profit. Director 

Mo Sihyeon over here is in charge of 

Window 00, and I’m running a brand 

called Freiknock. We got together and 

came up with the project of Paracosm 

Studion after finding out that we had 

similar interests. Our air-padded jackets 

went viral this season, but that’s not 

our only product out on the market. In 

our first season, we released home 

interior products, and we’re planning 

to reach out into other various fields 

in the future. You can see that our 

studio is a group of artists who try out 

new designs and projects without any 

boundaries.

We’ve heard that the artists of 

Paracosm are designing products 

for the year 2300. What is the 

exact meaning of your studio’s 

name, and what is the reason for 

designing products for a time so far 

in the future? Mo Sihyeon The word 

‘paracosm’ means a world of dreams 

that feels like reality. We thought it 

fit right into our goal, so we used it 

as the name for our brand. Gi Hojin 

We created that slogan in the hope 

of becoming a studio that can be long 

remembered in the future.

Your projects must have taken a 

lot of time and effort compared to 

clothes from other brands. Did you 

have any difficulties while designing 

them? Mo Sihyeon Our jackets are 

unlike any other normal clothes out on 

the market. We had to use different 

kinds of materials and methods to 

not let the air out of the jacket. They 

were all made with durable sheets of 

polyurethane to keep air inside them. 

We also had to use high-frequency 

molding machines to press down the 

jackets for sewing procedures because 

the normal way made the air slip out. 

The molding takes up a lot of money, 

and the process cannot be reversed. 

You can probably imagine that our 

jackets took up way more time than 

the other clothing. Every part of the 

project was new to us, so we went 

through a lot of verifications, such as 

requesting a raw material test at FITI 

Institution. Gi Hojin There were also 

so many things to take into account 

during the designing stage. From the 

start, we had the goal of making “no-

size” clothes, which meant that we 

tried to create sizes that could fit all 

sorts of people. We wanted our jackets 

to have value even when the air left 

them, and we also had to choose the 

cropped-curve design in order to let 

the heat and sweat out. 

You’re wearing the jackets right now. 

Are they really warm? Mo Sihyeon 

Yes, which is a pleasant surprise even 

for us. We actually went through 

an insulation test at Seoul National 

University. The test results showed 

that there wasn’t much of a difference 

between padded jackets with goose 

feathers and ones with only air inside 

when it comes to insulation. The 

papers are going through peer reviews 

right now, and the final thesis is set to 

come out on the end of December or 

January. Gi Hojin It is also important to 

form enough air packets when trying #
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The younger generations are very daring, and the way they support us is daring

as well. They praise us for being an innovative brand, and this is what makes us

feel that we share a sense of connection with them.

to enhance the jackets’ insulation. This 

means that the air is the key factor in 

keeping the jacket warm. 

Korea, and its capital, Seoul have 

high-quality technologies. Seoul’s 

amazing technology must have 

played a part in your quick and 

accurate test results. I’ve also 

heard that you were the first to 

successfully release an airpadded 

jacket on the actual market. Mo 

Sihyeon e’re not only the first in Korea, 

but the first in Asia. There was a similar 

product in Europe, but its air escaped.

Gi Hojin Our product’s quality has 

been receiving a lot of attention 

overseas. We’re planning to showcase 

various collaborations such as visual 

art from the end of December to 

the start of January. I believe the 

upcoming events will be a chance to 

show the world that our jackets are 

more than fun.

Parcosm Studio succeeds in infusing 

Seoul’s ever-changing atmosphere 

into its projects and also fascinating 

millennials. What is the studio’s goal 

for sustainable future? Mo Sihyeon 

We’ve used a new material to create 

our airpadded jackets, and we’ll be 

expanding our projects onto other 

fields. Jackets with goose feathers 

might be nice, but the feathers keep 

slipping out. I believe air itself can be a 

sustainable material.

What message do you wish to send 

out as the directors of Paracosm 

Studio? Gi Hojin  I want companies 

in Korea to have originality. Many 

brands today are all making similar 

products. Brands without originality 

will not be able survive in a market. 

I just hope that a lot of brands like 

Paracosm Studio will develop new and 

creative ideas.
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Mazi Untitled is a handbag brand 

that was created by the hands of an 

ambitious group of youngsters. As 

well as being equipped with universal 

designs and ergonomic features, 

their bags carry the complex yet 

comfortable atmosphere of Seoul. 

With ease, 
simplicity, 
and delicacy 
Mazi Untitled’s 

CEO Eom Juntae, and directors 

Kim Jeonghun and Yu Intae

Mazi Untitled’s director Kim Jeonghun (left), CEO Eom Juntae, and director Yu Intae (right) 
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When we try

tocome up with

anew product,

wethink about

thepeople that

walkthe streets of

Seoul with bags

from Mazi

Untitled. Seoul is

a busy place, but

this also means

that this city is full

of vitality. Bags

from Mazi Untitled

hold the city’s vibe

right inside their

pockets. Your bags

are known for their

comfortable figures

and cutting-edge

designs.

How did you all find each other? 

Eom Juntae Jeonghun and I were 

childhood friends, and I met Intae 

at college. In 2013, we started our 

brand in hopes of doing something 

fun before our graduation. It took us 

quite a long time to figure things out 

because we didn’t major in fashion. 

One time, Intae brought an oil painting 

with him after cleaning up his school 

practice room. Back then, eco-bags 

were the new trend, so after thinking 

about what to do with the painting, 

we decided to make a hand bag using 

the canvas as our raw material. In 

2015, We got to launch a brand that 

utilized drawings and started to ship 

our products off to China. But we still 

had trouble with mass production. The 

drawings on our bags made them look 

very colorful, which didn’t fit the tastes 

of Korean customers. It was still okay 

for us though. The reason we made our 

products was because we wanted to 

make comfortable bags that we could 

carry around with us. Kim Jeonghun 

‘Mazi’ was the name we had when our 

team was only a project. After running 

our project under the name Mazi 

for two years, we launched our new 

brand, Mazi Untitled, to remind us of 

our principle once again.

What we wanted was to make bags 

that were both casual and comfortable. 

Eom Juntae Just like the name of 

our brand, our bags are untitled when 

it comes to directions on how to use 

them. We just make user-friendly bags, 

and it’s up to the users to decide what 

they will do with our bags. 

Your motto, ‘easy but detailed’, 

sounds impressive. It really shows 

how you run your business Eom 

Juntae Our motto shows the direction 

we want to take with our brand. We 

like to use simple designs and colors 

rather than going after showy pictures. 

When we try to come up with a new 

product, we think about the people 

that walk the streets of Seoul with 

bags from Mazi Untitled. Seoul is a 

busy place, but this also means that 

this city is full of vitality. Bags from 

Mazi Untitled catch the city’s vibe right 

inside their pockets. Our bags are ‘easy’ 

because they go well with all kinds of 

clothes and all sorts of activities, and 

they’re ‘detailed’ because their simple 

designs also come with sophisticated 

details. Not only are our bags strong 

and durable, but they are also full of 

little components that make them 

handy utility products. 

Who are Mazi Untitled’s main 

customers? Kim Jeonghun Men in 

their late twenties to early thirties. But 

recently we’ve been seeing a rise in 

female customers after releasing small 

bags such as our Runner’s Bag. I think 

the increase in the number of people in 

Seoul who enjoy running outdoors has 

contributed to our sales. Eom Juntae 

Bags are a unisex product, so we don’t 

designate our products as items only 

for men. The ratio between women 

and men for our small-sized bags is 

about 5:5, while the ratio for our other 

products is about 3:7. The product that 

really put our brand’s name up on the 

market is our tote bag, Cafe Tote Canvas, 

which was made using a canvas. #
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Hundreds of brands rise and fall inside the city of Seoul, but 

amid this fierce battleground, the Layer brand has been 

successful in maintaining its place as Seoul’s top street 

fashion company. We met with Layer’s CEO, Sin Chanho, to 

learn the secrets on how to create a brand that can attract 

the attention of Seoul’s fashion leaders.
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Seoul’s story, 
starting from 
Berlin
Yun Jiyun, CEO of YUN Seoul

You majored in fashion. How did 

you end up becoming a designer 

of glasses? My dream was to create 

a brand that could show who I really 

was, rather than just go about making 

items that other people told me to 

make. The fashion industry is pretty 
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much a red ocean now, and the 

industry also collided with my ideas of 

making products that had actual use. I 

also wanted create a brand that could 

last long enough to be written down 

in history. I always thought it was a 

tragedy that a country like Korea didn’t 

have brands with long lines of heritage. 

Fortunately, at the time my father 

was hoping to escape from his B2B 

business model and challenge himself 

by taking on a B2C platform. I decided 

to join him on his adventure to launch 

my dream brand with him, and that’s 

how YUN was born.

You opened your first store in 

Berlin instead of Seoul. What was 

the reason for that? The advantage 

of YUN is in its affordable products, 

which were made possible thanks 

to our in-store production as well as 

the speed of the production process. 

However, none of these features were 

anything special in Seoul because lens 

suppliers and eyeglasses stores were 

already capable of rapid production 

due to being so close to each other. 

European countries, however, don’t 

have networks like this. That’s why it 

took about two weeks for Europeans 

to get their glasses after making 

orders. We were also aware of the 

fact that glasses in Europe were much 

more expensive—about 500 euros. 

We figured out that our system of 

manufacturing affordable glasses in 

less than 20 minutes would be our 

strength in the European market. Out 

of all the cities in Europe, Berlin was 

the city for us. Things were cheap, and 

the entry barrier to the city’s industry 

was comparatively lower because 

the city had more foreigners than 

Germans. The city also offered a lot of 

opportunities for startups. It was only 
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natural for foreigners like us to think 

of Berlin as the safest city to start our 

business.

Please tell us more about your in-

store production system In a typical 

eyeglasses store, you’d find owners 

asking their visitors about their favorite 

designs and brands. This custom-order 

process takes a lot of time and money. 

Our brand, however, streamlines its 

manufacturing process with its own 

lens and glasses designs. We also 

synchronize our production system 

with our optometry machines, which 

enables us to make recommendations 

at the spot and automatically process 

between Berlin and Seoul after running 

both of our branches. Berliners tend 

to think of transparent frames as basic 

items while considering black frames 

to be extraordinary. However, things 

are the other way round for people in 

Seoul. The most popular glasses at our 

Seoul store are the ones with black 

frames. Europeans don’t go for glasses 

like those because they think that black 

frames make them look cold, but Seoul 

citizens don’t seem to care about that at 

all. We are doing our best to keep YUN’s 

uniqueness while also coming up with 

products that our customers love.

How do you want YUN Seoul to 

carry out its role as one of Seoul’s 

brands? First off, I want YUN Seoul 

to be one of the city’s landmarks. This 

goal was the reason why we put in so 

much effort into our interior designs so 

that it could reflect Korea’s traditional 

sides. We want YUN to become a 

trendy attraction for people of Seoul, 

while also being a brand that could 

represent Seoul in front of foreign 

customers. This is the reason why we 

don’t just make glasses. We’re currently 

running a journal under the slogan of 

‘expanding one’s horizons’ to open 

people’s eyes to other cultures and 

ways of living. Our glasses might open 

one’s physical eyes, but our journal will 

open the mind’s eye for people who 

wish to expand their perspectives and 

how they view the world. We’re trying 

to express our dream lifestyles in our 

journal and make Seoul’s own culture 

with many creators and customers. 

We’re also working with brands 

to bring some good to Seoul. We 

collaborated with the cafe Wicker Park, 

which can be found at our store, and 

the environment-friendly cashmere 

brand OU.

our products. Thanks to our automatic 

production units, we are able to 

achieve a manufacturing time of 20 

minutes and create glasses with 

affordable prices. Our customers never 

have to worry about the prices of their 

glasses going up and down because 

we offer our frames and lenses in all-in-

one packages. 

You already had success in Berlin, 

but you’ve decided to come back to 

Seoul  Korea and Seoul is at the heart 

of YUN’s identity. Even though we had 

success in Berlin, we always dreamed 

of opening up a store in Seoul. It was 

only a matter of finding the right time 

We like to think of YUN as a lifestyle brand. It’s a brand that targets

the lifestyles of Seoul’s people, and this has led to our products mimicking

their unique culture and minimalistic ways.

for us. Some customers in Berlin 

would even ask us if they could visit 

YUN’s branch on their trip to Korea. 

Our yearning for a store in Seoul grew 

stronger and stronger, and we finally 

got to open up our branch in Seoungsu-

dong in 2020. 

Your glasses go well with  interior 

design of your store. How did you 

manage to keep Seoul’s atmosphere 

inside your glasses? We like to think of 

YUN as a lifestyle brand. It’s a brand that 

targets the lifestyles of Seoul’s people, 

and this led to our products mimicking 

their unique culture and minimalistic 

ways. We’ve noticed a lot of differences 
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Hundreds of brands rise and fall inside the city of Seoul, but amid 

this fierce battleground, the Layer brand has been successful in 

maintaining its place as Seoul’s top street fashion company. We met 

with Layer’s CEO, Sin Chanho, to learn the secrets on how to create 

a brand that can attract the attention of Seoul’s fashion leaders.

What's most Seoul-like is
what's global.
Sin Chanho, CEO of Layer
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With Layer, we seek

to achieve distinct

designs that can

make us stand out

from all the other

brands and attain

a level of product

quality that can

make us feel proud

of ourselves. Our

goal is to prove that

what's most Seoul-

like is what's global.

We would love to know the concepts 

and styles behind your brands We 

have five main brands, which include 

LMC, a street fashion brand, LIFUL, a 

contemporary casual brand, KANCO, 

which specializes in character casual 

fashion, FUZZ, a vintage-based street 

fashion brand, and MFG, which is a 

license brand with a chic mood of 

French fashion.  

Why do you think the millennials 

of Seoul are so in love with your 

brands ? All of our brands reflect 

the current times. I think that’s why 

millennials who are living in the most 

modern ways are showing love for 

local fashion houses like us. Their love 

can sometimes be so strong that it can 

become overwhelming.

Have you done any projects with 

the city of Seoul as the main 

theme? At LMC, we once had a whole 

season with Seoul as the brand’s 

main concept. Our fashion pictorials 

were taken at Sewoon Plaza and 

Munrae-dong, and we also released 

T-shirts with the picture of Namsan 

Seoul Tower on them and products 

that included parodies of Korean 

politics. Due to the recent outbreak of 

COVID-19, everything in Seoul is now 

a theme that we can utilize to create 

new products. A good example would 

be the hand sanitizers that are now 

everywhere around Seoul.

How did you manage to keep street 

fashion as your main theme for 

15 long years in a city where fast 

fashion is the mainstream? I’d like 

to think that we got lucky. We were 

able to get attention and grow fast 

because we jumped into the industry 

when competition wasn’t as strong. 

But after that we tried harder and 

harder to keep up with the trends. Our 

way of surviving in the market is just 

follow the trend of the market, just 

like a surfer who goes with the flow of 

waves.

What significance do you want 

Layer to have inside the city of 

Seoul? I want the brand to be a crucial 

factor in the way people dress in Seoul. 

Do you feel a sense of responsibility 

as a leader of a street fashion brand 

that represents Seoul? I wouldn’t 

really put our brand that way as we 

still have a long way to go. I’d just like 

to say that we’ll be doing our best 

to do what we can. Of course, we 

are running a business, so profit is 

something that we must take into 

account. However, we’ll never give up 

on protecting the value of fashion. I 

guess I feel a little bit of pressure on 

going after both of those goals.

What are your future plans? Our 

brand grew up as an online platform, 

so we didn’t get to have enough 

time to keep in touch with our actual 

customers. That is why we’re planning 

to reach out to offline spaces. Starting 

with LMC, we’re planning to put our 

project into work in 2021. We also have 

plans to expand our retails overseas 

and absorb the brand of Liful into Pixel, 

which is a brand from Layer, to make 

it grow in volume. We’re going to give 

out other opportunities for the rest of 

our brands and do our best to make 

Seoul fashion cooler and edgier. We 

hope Seoul’s fashion-leading millennials 

will keep paying attention to the steps 

we take.
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We are curious to learn about the 

company Design Press Design Press 

is a joint venture from Design House 

and Naver. There are about 30 main 

themes on Naver’s homepage, and 

13 of them are run by joint ventures 

that have been created by Naver and 

press companies. Out of all those 

publishers and presses, Design House 

is the only magazine publisher. I’ve 

been with Design House as a manager 

of magazine-related digital channels 

for about ten years. Throughout my 

career, I’ve been fortunate enough to 

run Design Press myself and make 

the public aware of various creators 

in designs and handicrafts. For a 

while, I’ve been thinking about how 

to introduce their work to our viewers 

faster and more efficiently. In April, 

2020, I got to launch a newsletter 

service called Salt, which includes 

articles on useful trends. I’m also 

planning to work with the company to 

release a new platform at the start of 

2021, which will feature tools to get 

through the age of post-COVID.

You’re an expert on brands and 

creators. What is your favorite brand, 

and what brand do you think is 

worthy enough to represent the city 

of Seoul? I like to wear clothes from 

Studio Ohyoukyong, and I’m wearing a 

piece right now. It was launched under 

the name of ‘Mosca’ in 2009, and it 

went viral when the brand aired on 

the fourth season of Project Runaway 

Korea. Its name was swapped to 

Studio Ohyoukyong in 2019, and 

now the brand is reaching out to 

spatial designs, and graphic work. 

I find Studio Ohyoukyong’s clothes 

comfortable because they go for 

genderless designs. The brand keeps 

its clothing simple and controlled, and 

the designers of the studio put a lot 

of time and effort into developing new 

materials. I once spilled red wine on a 

piece of clothing from the studio, and 

all I needed to get rid of the stain was 

to wipe it off with a wet tissue. I know 

I can trust their products, which is why 

I buy their new items whenever they 

come out. The brand also collaborates 

with various artisans. I’ll always 

support Studio Ohyoukyoung because I 

know that this small brand will one day 

become one of Seoul’s fashion giants.

What are the brands that will go 

well with the daily lives of Seoul’s 

people? Now that you’ve mentioned 

daily life, I just can’t help but talk about 

coffee. I’m in love with drip brews, 

which is why I always look for local 

cafes with them when I go traveling. I 

especially look for cafes that have areas 

where I can concentrate on the scent 

and taste of the coffee. There are now 

also a lot of cafes in Seoul that roast 

their own coffee beans. Single origins 

are nice, but what really fascinates me 

are brand coffees that show the colors 

of cafes that serve them. That’s why 

I love Fritz, a cafe that kicked off the 

boom of brand coffees in Korea. They 

supply their beans to about 500 places 

all over Korea, but their branches can 

only be found in three areas, Dohwa, 

Wonseo, and Yangjae. Rather than 

expanding their business, they focus 

on trying to become experts on coffee 

so they can let the Korean people learn 

to drink coffee the right way. This is 

why I support them from the bottom 

of my heart. 

Is there any Seoul brand that you 

think might become a huge success 

in the future? People might think of 

Gentle Monster when it comes to 

eyeglasses brands in Seoul, but I’d like 

to address YUN Seoul instead. It’s a 

brand that was created by Yun Cheolju, 

an engineer specializing in lenses, and 

his daughter Yun Jiyun, who majored 

in fashion designs. They first launched 

their brand in Berlin in 2015. But in 

the end, they came back to Seoul and 

became one of Korea’s most loved 

brands. What I find interesting about 

YUN Seoul is that it’s a brand that is 

run by a father and daughter. Thanks 

to its in-store production system, the 

brand is also capable of manufacturing 

a complete set of glasses in less than 

20 minutes right on the spot. The 

owners of YUN are doing their best 

to offer their glasses at reasonable 

prices by making their products by 

themselves and getting rid of retailers 

in between the business. I’m actually 

trying to get an appointment there. 

Are there any brands that 

collaborate with global designers 

while still keeping their roots in 

Seoul? There is no denying that 

European brands and designers are 

at the top when it comes to indoor 

lighting. But a brand from Korea is 

rising up to provide alternatives for 

domestic customers: AGO Lighting. Yu 

Hwaseong, the designer in charge of 

Bymars Studio in Sweden, once came 

to Korea for a project called ‘By Eulji-

ro’ and got to meet Lee Ubok who had 

been a retailer of lighting products for 

20 years. The two soon founded the 

brand AGO Lighting. In Korean, the 

word ‘ago’ has the meaning of being 

old friends. Rather than just following 

trends, the brand invents products with 

unique designs that age beautifully 

and offer them at affordable prices. I 

always am delighted when I find AGO 

Lighting’s products in cafes and stores 

after the brand’s launch in 2019.

Lee Minhyeong, CEO of Design Press

It doesn’t take much to know a person. All you have to do is find out 

his or her favorite brand. There are thousands of brands in Seoul, but 

which one really makes you feel something? We asked that question 

to Lee Minhyeong, the CEO of Design Press, who is letting the world 

know about all kinds of creators and brands. 

I’m in love 
with the brands 
of Seoul 
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Now, Seoul, Arts Studio Concrete 

We don’t sell goods; we sell value Kim Sohyeong, manager of 29CM

Oh my god, I need to buy this! Min Jina, CEO of Kioskkiosk 

#CULTURE
The fashion of a city depends on  the clothes that people wear, in which the city’s fashion brands 

play a huge part. Here are the fashion brands that Seoul millennials love.
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Cities can only become unique through their cultures. In Seoul, cultural 

brands are initiating their creative activities both in online and offline 

spaces. One of them is Studio Concrete, an eight-year-old brand that 

expresses the atmosphere of Seoul through art. Based on the town of 

Hannam, the artists from this brand break all barriers when it comes to 

their creative work. We caught up with the crew of this artistic venture 

group and spoke with them about art, creativity, and Seoul. 

Now, 
Seoul, 
Arts
Studio Concrete
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Everything that

happens inside this

city is a source of

inspiration for us.

The art and creative

movements of Seoul

are like the air that

Studio Concrete

breathes.

Studio Concrete caused a sensation 

when it first started out As you all 

know, we are a group of creators with 

the key founder being Eom Hongsik, 

the one who is better known as actor 

Yoo Ah-in. Young creators such as 

artists, photographers, and curators 

who shared the common idea of 

creating new things got together and 

formed the group in 2014. There were 

many talented youths who loved art in 

Korea, but the country’s galleries and 

industries didn’t welcome them very 

much. Young artists couldn’t find the 

right places to build up their career, 

and they rarely found the chance to 

send their message to the public. That 

was why formed our studio and set 

out to share our own thoughts and 

express our own ideas through art and 

other creative work. 

You’ve put out some notable work 

after that We always make our artistic 

moves with the idea of not having 

any boundaries and limits. In all of our 

projects, our first priority is to come 

up with concepts that all of the crew 

might find fun and interesting. We 

also think about whether we’ll be able 

to collaborate with other teams on our 

next project. With these principles, 

we’ve reached over 30 exhibits 

and collaborations with artists and 

companies in various fields. 

interest in the work of our illustrator 

from France, Jean Jullien. We held his 

exhibit twice in Studio Concrete, and 

it had so many visitors that it caused 

a traffic jam around the area. I think 

this is because we offer a chance to 

experience the work of young artists 

and unknown creators from overseas 

free of charge. 

Which is the project that stands out 

the most in your memory? Back in 

2018, we planned a guerrilla project 

called ‘Bring Your Art’ as an event 

for the end of the year to show our 

gratitude for how much love we’ve 

received from our visitors. With that 

project, we wished to spread the 

message that anyone can be an artist.

That must have been a new 

endeavor for Studio Concrete All 

we needed was an empty space with 

walls and tools such as hammers, 

drills, and nails to keep our artwork 

standing. Three days before the 

project’s opening, we put up a 

message on our social media account 

inviting everyone to come and 

participate as artists. Participants could 

contribute anything they liked to our 

project, such as pictures, drawings, 

poems and even dance moves. To 

be honest, we were pretty nervous 

when we got ready and waited for 

participants to come to our project. #
C
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You must have received positive 

influence from Seoul and its 

artists Of course. Everything that 

happens inside this city is a source of 

inspiration for us. The art and creative 

movements of Seoul are like the air 

that Studio Concrete breathes. It’s just 

a matter of how we express those 

movements with our hands.

The public is also paying attention 

to your work We always find 

ourselves overwhelmed by how much 

attention we’re getting. Our artist 

Gwon Cheolha’s annual exhibits and 

our photographer Kim Jaehun’s private 

exhibitions were all well received by 

the public. People have also shown 
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You’re also communicating with 

the public through your recent 

exhibit, which will last till January 

It’s a project called Art and Value 

Project 1111, Where Everyone Can 

Get Together. We launched it on the 

11th of November, 2019, and it takes 

the form which is bartering artwork. 

Right before Gwon Cheolha’s personal 

exhibit, Tango, we started thinking 

But there was no need to worry. I’ll 

never forget the moment when all the 

creators from Seoul gathered up at our 

studio. Some danced, others would 

turn on their music, and a few even 

made performances by spreading 

out their easels to draw paintings. I 

won’t be able to describe the awe and 

heartwarming atmosphere that filled 

up Studio Concrete on that day.

talents. Our most recent exhibit will 

last until January, and at the end we’ll 

be delivering the tales that we’ve 

gathered through the project.

Your project must have brought 

a positive influence to both the 

community and yourselves. Forming 

a group of artists and working as 

one in Seoul is a process of learning 

new things constantly. Through our 

projects, we seek to find the true 

values of art and people. 

What is Studio Concrete’s goal as an 

artist group based in Seoul? Our goal 

is to create and share our artistic ideas 

with the world. You could say that it’s 

our way of showing our love for the 

people around us.

about new values for our Studio. We 

wanted to go beyond just showing 

our artwork at exhibits and travel 

into creating new values through the 

talent we had. Our project 1111 is the 

answer to the questions and ideas 

we’ve gathered.  With our first run 

of 1111, we presented 136 pieces of 

Gwon Cheolha’s artwork for barter. 

About a year ago, we started to 

receive bids from  people who wished 

to trade what they had for Gwon’s 

art whatever they got. Through this 

process, we received 131 requests 

from 53 people who were willing 

to purchase 77 pieces, and we 

succeeded in bartering 13 of them. 

Through our project we were able 

to get all sorts of drawings, photos, 

music, furniture, performances, and #
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Kim Sohyeong, the manager of 29CM, picks three adjectives 

that best describe her company: “trustworthy,” “valuable,” 

and “intriguing.” With Kim, we were able to learn how 29CM 

delivers the atmosphere of Seoul to its customers through 

the company’s goods, which are trustworthy, valuable, and 

intriguing.
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How would you describe the 

lifestyles of 29CM’s customers? Our 

customers are people who purchase 

goods that are meaningful to them 

based on their knowledge of brands. 

I think the values of brands and 

merchandise are the things that are 

important to them. Their lives might 

be busy, but they still take the time 

and effort to decorate their homes 

and enjoy personal leisure activities. 

Their aim is to live their lives to the 

fullest with the products they buy, 

the journeys they take, and the things 

they feel.

What do you think is the key factor 

that makes you distinct from other 

commerce platforms? 29CM is a 

brand that recommends brands and 

merchandise that we’ve carefully 

selected to our customers. That’s 

what makes it so different from other 

platforms. When making our list of 

recommendations, we hold the idea 

that our customers feel what we feel 

and try to reflect social issues such as 

air pollution.

Your company’s principle is to be 

as picky as you can when choosing 

brands and merchandise to help 

your customers make the best 

choices. What specific standards #
C

U
L

T
U

R
E

We don’t sell 
goods; 
we sell values 
Kim Sohyeong, 

manager of 29CM
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have to write the product explanation 

and guides by themselves. You might 

have different ideas, but our top 

priority is choosing the items that 

provide the best value at the lowest 

price. But we also pay attention to the 

products that have excellent designs, 

as they can lift up the atmosphere of 

our customers’ spaces.

You’ve introduced many foreign 

brands into Korea through 29CM’s 

unique retailing methods. What are 

your top priorities when localizing 

imported products into the Korean 

market? What we value most is using 

the easiest way possible to explain 

The customers of

29CM are people

who purchase goods

that are meaningful

to them based on

their knowledge of

brands. I think the

values of brands and

merchandise are

the things that are

important to them.

do you have? Right now, we have 

about 6,000 brands in our store. We 

try to provide the best brands as that 

number increases. The feedback we 

receive, such as ‘I know I can trust 

29CM’ or ‘I put my faith in 29CM, but 

the brand was a disappointment’ are 

meaningful yet difficult for us. If you 

look at our site, you’ll see that there 

aren’t any guides on becoming one 

of our in-store brands. That’s because 

we have a standard of finding out 

the best brands by ourselves. Our 

merchandisers have to know about 

the brands they want to take in and be 

able to explain their values. They also 

our products. Rather than showing the 

flashy pictorials from foreign countries 

right to our customers, we try to put 

emphasis on practical reviews from 

people who have used them in Korea. 

That’s how we keep our customers 

close to the brands we want to 

introduce. The editors from our 

commerce team also pick fascinating 

items right away and put them on our 

feed. They’re running a corner called 

‘Searching for Secret Living Items’ 

where they review the products 

they’ve selected after actually using 

them.

Does 29cm have a UI or UX format 

that is specifically designed to 

meet the needs of Korean website 

and mobile phone users? We 

purposefully didn’t make a layout that 

Korean users are used to. We had the 

idea that we wouldn’t be able to stand 

out from other commerce platforms if 

we just had the same old style. What 

makes us stand out is our magazine-

style layout. To realize our dream of 

introducing only the best products, 

we arranged our format in a style of 

magazines so our users could enjoy 

the comforts of reading through our 

content and making choices on their 

favorite products. 

How do you think the company 

29CM has contributed to Seoul’s 

culture? Just like the brands that are 

eager to collaborate with 29CM and 

find out about the company’s ideas, 

we also think about the things that 

make us who we are.

My opinion is that the images that 

people share ultimately form a culture. 

The images that people have of 

29CM are the factors that make them 

buy our products. 29CM has been 

successful in keeping the stream of 

‘purchase based on values’ flowing, 

and we’re planning to keep things that 

way. #
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There are things that make you feel happy just by looking at them. 

There are also items that express their creators’ values in the most 

fascinating ways. Kioskkiosk, a design editing shop in Seoul, delivers 

Seoul’s most heart-warming atmosphere with these items. 

Oh my god,
I need to buy this!
Min Jina, CEO of Kioskkiosk
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You’re running a design editing shop 

that introduces local designs and art 

merchandise. How do you deliver 

local value to your customers? Our 

idea of maintaining local values is to 

keep in touch with Seoul. But it’s not 

just about sending messages about 

Seoul with our products; it’s actually 

more about telling the stories of their 

creators who have lived their lives in 

Seoul. We seek to tell these stories 

because they are the things that can 

actually express the local atmosphere 

with a human touch. As well as getting 

together with various designers and 

creators, Kioskkiosk also introduces 

creators who base themselves around 

Seoul.

What are your criteria for 

Kioskkiosk’s product curations? We 

have categories such as “the work 

of local creators” and “inspiring tools 

for creators.” To give you an example, 

aromas would fit into the latter 

because creators often use them to 

get inspiration. The criteria for curations 

are based on keywords such as 

uniqueness and fun, which go beyond 

the meaning of locality and timeliness. 

Before starting up Kioskkiosk, I used 

to work at an independent publishing 

company. This let me dig into the 

subculture of Korea and look for 

products that have distinct values.

You closed down your store in 

Namsan last October and opened 

up your second branch in Seong-

su dong. What was the reason for 

that? Actually, rather than being a new 

branch, my store in Seongsu-dong is 

more of a breakaway from its original 

space, which was at a cultural area 

called Picnic. For about six months I’ve 

been running the store in a style of 

an exhibit with less items than usual. 

Seongsu-dong has always been a 

familiar town for me, but I also chose 

the area because it was full of young 

creators and startup runners. I came 

to this town because of its cultural 

atmosphere, and I’m doing the best I 

can to enjoy it by visiting workshops in 

between the alleys and taking care of 

street cats. 

You must have learned a lot through 

meeting various customers and 

creators from Seoul A product is 

useless if it has no use to you, even if 

it has huge value to other people. But 

some people these days seem to be 

looking for products that they think are 

special, regardless of any practical use. 

These people include buyers who are 

Kioskkiosk deals with items that have

“ambiguous timeliness.” It’s a place that

is full of items that are open to their

beholders’ thoughts, with ambiguities such

as usefulness mixing up with uselessness, and

commonplaceness combined with excitement.
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here are standing on a fine line 

between being personal pieces from 

creators and simple merchandise. 

Our timeliness is about delivering 

fascinating messages from creators 

that are unique to our times.

What are your future plans as the 

owner of a design editing shop 

in Seoul? I’ve been running a lot 

of projects lately. I used to manage 

a little store in Hongdae, and once 

I held an exhibit at a pop-up space 

where I also sold items. I ran one-

day workshops last year and opened 

up a holiday market at the end of the 

year. But it pains me to not be able to 

hold offline events this year. To me, 

offline events are ways for me to let 

people know that Kioskkiosk can be 

a tool to introduce various content, 

rather than just being a personal store. 

Visitors to our store lack understanding 

of our content, and our products are 

far from being cheap because they 

are manufactured in small quantities. 

But I’m sure our continuous effort 

will broaden their knowledge on our 

products as well as opening up new 

opportunities for creators through our 

store. 

willing to pay for products that carry 

the ideas of their favorite designers 

and artists. 

Only rich people were able to own 

products like these in the past. But 

we’re playing the role of spreading out 

this opportunity to everyone in Seoul.

You’ve spent years overseas. Did 

you make reference to any foreign 

interior designs for Kioskkiosk? Not 

really, but I did think of independent 

bookstores when I was thinking about 

the level of density for the space 

inside. The sight of old stores full of 

books and packages was the thing I 

went for. You can see that the scene 

inside Kioskkiosk is far from the 

neat and peaceful side of East Asia’s 

traditional designs. 

Then what do you think is 

Kioskkiosk’s main identity? 

Kioskkiosk deals with items that 

have “ambiguous timeliness.” It’s 

a place that is full of items that are 

open to their beholders’ thoughts, 

with ambiguities such as usefulness 

mixing up with uselessness, and 

commonplaceness combining with 

excitement. There’s another meaning 

to being ambiguous. All the products 
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Seoul is a city of rapid change. 

These days, small local brands are 

fascinating young people. Why 

are they into the local brands of 

the city? I wanted to answer this 

question simply, but it ended up 

becoming a whole article.

Chocolate 
mint and 
Pyeongyang 
cold noodles

“So which way is downtown?” This is 

what my friend from my hometown 

said when he got to Seoul after a two-

hour train ride on KTX.  Before the 

outbreak of COVID-19, my friends 

would make me their guide on their 

trip to Seoul whenever they got here 

just because I lived here. Coming to 

Seoul wasn’t an easy feat, and so 

they always wanted to see the most 

authentic parts of Seoul. 

To them, the authentic side of a city 

was in its downtown areas. But alas, 

their search for downtown was the 

form their own character. Just go two 

stops along the subway. It won’t be 

hard for you to notice the change of 

people's fashion. This wave of change 

is reflected in how people address 

their social media. All you have to do 

is search for #Hongdae, #Yeonnam-

dong, #Mangwon-dong, and #Eulji-ro 

on Instagram.

 Some brands have succeeded in 

standing out from others by reflecting 

their surroundings. Anthracite Coffee is 

a good example. This cafe located in an 

old shoe factory that was transformed 

into an artsy coffee shop, and it already 

has five branches in Seoul. I’d like to 

take a break here and talk a little about 

Starbucks. The brand Starbucks that 

we know today was made possible 

because the company was able to 

spread the same service and products 

through all of its branches. Americanos 

without any trace of acidity, furniture 

made out of wood, and plugs that can 

be found anywhere within its stores 

are perfect examples of their way of 

business.

On the other hand, Anthracite’s 

branches all stand out so much from 

each other that you might think they’re 

all just separate cafes. The most 

notable branches of Anthracite are the 

ones at Seogyo and Hannam.  

At the Seogyo branch, you won’t 

find the two things that exist in all 

the other cafes around Seoul: music 

and coffee machines. Unlike Dongyo-

dong or Mangwon-dong, Seogyo-dong 

is a very quiet residential area, and 

Anthracite’s cafe inside the town of 

Seogyo takes a step closer to silence. 

Most of the visitors are people who 

read books or are busy working on 

their laptops. But nobody complains 

about the dead silence inside this cafe. 

Contrary to Seogyo-dong, Anthracite’s 

Hannam branch is located on the 

street of Itaewon-ro, which is an area 

that is full of brand stores and busy 

customers. Anthracite’s coffee shop in 

Hannam features an outdoor terrace 

that you won’t be able to find in other 

branches of the cafe. In other words, 

it’s a perfect place for people-watching. 

The branch in Hannam-dong is one of 

the few cafes that hipsters and cool 

kids from the streets consider as their 

favorite place to drink coffee. You might 

think that Anthracite’s customers 

at Seogyo wouldn’t visit their store 

in Hannam, but that’s not the case. 

This is where people can observe the 

cultural patterns of Seoul millennials. 

The idea of business districts means 

nothing to them. They might search 

up #Hannam-dong on their Instagram 

accounts, but you would never come 

across one that would search for 

#Itaewon-ro 24-gil. They gladly visit 

places that offer clean-cut brands and 

well-decorated interior designs. For 

your information, Seoul has one of the 

best subway systems in the whole 

world.

Meanwhile, there are brands in Seoul 

that succeeded in bringing different 

generations together. One of those 

brands is Lemon, which is a gadget 

editing shop. At Lemon , you can 

purchase rare vintage home appliances 

from Japan that were manufactured 

in  the Bubble Economy in Japan. That 

was the time when Korean millennials 

were born across the sea, and they 

very thing that made our journeys 

complicated Seoul is a city with 

lots of things that you won’t find in 

other regions, but it is also a place 

where you won’t find the things you 

had in your hometown. That’s how 

Seoul works. Of course, the city has 

downtown areas. The problem is that 

Seoul has too many of them. 

By the 2010s, urban regeneration 

projects were bringing a new wave 

of change into the city. Local brands 

started to create unique vibes for their 

towns, and some of them went out to 

came here to immerse themselves in 

the gadgets of their childhood. They 

are the last generation of Koreans who 

got to experience analog devices such 

as Walkmans and cassette players. 

Analog is the new trend among 

millennials who are leading cultural 

consumption in Korea. It has been said 

that the sales of vinyls and LPs have 

surpassed the number of CDs. In the 

digital age, analog items are no longer 

considered old-fashioned tools. Rather, 

they have transformed into rare and 

special gadgets.

There are other interesting brands: 

Pyeongyang cold noodles restaurants 

and Eulji-ro Manseon Pub. Pyeongyang 

cold noodles usually cost over 10,000 

won, and their light taste is not easy 

to get used to. But ironically, it’s the 

secret of its popularity. For a while, 

asking if you liked Pyeongyang cold 

noodles was the same thing as asking 

if you were into chocolate mints. 

It seems like trendy things have 

uncommon factors. That’s why I would 

choose Pyeongyang cold noodles 

over hamburgers from Shake Shack 

if someone asked me which one was 

fancy. Seoul has hundreds of local 

brands. I sometimes feel like I get left 

behind when I don’t know the popular 

brands these days. But on the other 

hand, millennials might not care about 

whether this brand is hip or not. I read 

a rapper’s interview. “I eat because I’m 

hungry, not because my mom tells me 

to eat.” We just crave something new. 

That’s all.

Writer Ju Hyeonuk (Columnist)

I was born in Gyeongsang-do and am now living in Seoul. I never talk about my hometown 

before someone asks me where I’m from, but my accent gives it all away. I majored in literary 

creation of media, and I now work as a magazine editor. I like Issac Toasts, Porsche, and vintage 

items from the United States. Oh, I also enjoy mint chocolates. Ill
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Seoul’s night and day Machang Music & Pictures Manager Kim Jiin, employees Seo Hyeongyeong, Lee Yerim

Seoul Like It TF Team of Urbanplay’s ‘Seoul Like It’

Fair and square Lee Genbaek, CEO of Mother Ground

Well-balanced and well-made for your well-being Seo Injae, CEO of Aeca White 

Drawing Seoul with my pen Monami’s Marketing Team

Won’t you go on a picnic with me? Kim Jinsun, chief manager of Hibrow

Seoul in a bowl of noodles Yeo Inho, CEO of Goingmary

Dive into the tasteful nights and days of Seoul Yun Munhyeon, CEO of Honey Butter Almond and Friends

All hail the mighty warrior Go Gwangjin, director of Cheonhajangsa’s Marketing Team

Healthy food can be yummy Kim Yeongmun, CEO of Masitdak 

Keeping Seoul safe and the city lifestyle rich Choi Jeongu, director of Saengong

#SEOULMADE
Seoulmade is a lifestyle brand that provides new experiences with Seoul’s most vibrant city 

atmosphere. We’ll be introducing you to our products that we’ve created through collaborations 

with brands that represent Seoul’s flavor, fashion, safety, and convenience. 
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How did you get to collaborate with 

Seoulmade? We first met the brand 

through our interview on Seoulmade’s 

edition on urban manufacturing. After 

the interview, everyone in our company 

had a good image of the brand. Later 

on, we received a message from Seoul 

Business Agency. The people from 

the agency asked us if we could make 

an LP for them. At first, we set out to 

plan and produce the LP through toll 

manufacturing. Through numerous 

meetings with Seoul Business Agency, 

a lot of ideas came out from both 

our company and the agency, which 

naturally led to our collaboration. 

We are curious to know how you 

interpret Seoul’s vibes. Seoul is a 

city with many faces, and its people 

are full of diversity as well. It is a place 

that cannot be described with just one 

word. The city is full of energy, yet it 

can be very peaceful as well. The neon 

signs fill up the night streets of Seoul 

with splendid light, but at the same 

time the riverbanks of Han River can 

be pitch black. Our conclusion was that 

the diversity of the city is what makes Machang Music & Pictures’ employee Lee Yerim (left), 

manager Kim Jiin, and employee Seo Hyeongyeong (right) 

Seoul is full of various spaces, cultures, 

and people. Machang Music & Pictures has 

collaborated with Seoulmade to reflect the city’s 

undefinable landscape in its vinyl. We spoke with 

the company’s manager Kim Jiin, and employees 

Seo Hyeongyeong and Lee Yerim to listen to 

how they carried out the task.

Seoul’s 
night and day
Machang Music & Pictures 

Manager Kim Jiin, employees 

Seo Hyeongyeong, Lee Yerim
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Seoul as it is. The final result of our 

thoughts and ideas of Seoul was our 

LP, “The Night and Day in Seoul.” With 

the LP, we tried to show that Seoul is a 

city with vibes that go far beyond your 

imagination.

You’re making us even more anxious 

to listen to “The Night and Day in 

Seoul” Our top priority with “The Night 

and Day in Seoul” was to let people 

know that there is a LP factory right 

inside the city. We split the design of 

the cover into night and day as well. 

This was done to symbolize how the 

opposite sides of Seoul combine and 

coexist inside the same landscape. We 

wanted to let our listeners to feel how 

the city shows its hidden faces to its 

visitors. The LP has to be flipped after 

listening to the first side, and I think 

this goes well with the idea behind our 

project. Just like how both sides of the 

LP have to be played to listen to the full 

version of our music, Seoul has to be 

played both night and day if you want to 

want to enjoy every aspect of the city.

How did you select the songs that 

would get into your LP? The goal we 

had when creating “The Night and Day 

in Seoul” was to make an LP that best 

represented Seoul’s atmosphere. We 

selected ten songs that would best 

show Seoul’s atmosphere when played 

on an LP disk. Seoul is the epitome of 

diversity. That’s why we selected various 

songs with a concept of youths in Seoul 

traveling through the city day and night 

to find fun. The LP includes well-known 

songs such as Leenalchi’s ‘A Tiger Is 

Coming’ and ‘The Four Seasons’ as well 

as pieces from young artists such as 

Uju’s ‘Night in Seoul’ and Seo Samuel’s 

‘Yeonhui-dong’. Another special feature 

of our project is Song Mindo’s ‘Happy 

Sunday’, which we’ve been able to 

retrieve by reprinting her single play. 

How does Machang Music & Pictures 

mark the value of Seoulmade’s 

brand? Seoulmade is a brand that goes 

beyond helping out startups and small-

sized companies to letting people know 

that they exist. It’s hard for companies 

like ours to sustain business if they don’t 

get to show their products and events 

to customers. That’s why we believe 

Seoulmade is a brand that serves a 

positive role in Seoul’s business. The 

brand can let the world know of the 

companies that will lead Seoul’s future. 

We’re sure that the brand will be able to 

provide various ways of living to a wider 

variety of customers. 

“The Night and Day

in Seoul” is an LP

that best describes

Seoul’s atmosphere.

We selected ten songs

that would show

Seoul’s atmosphere

when played on an

LP record. To us, 

Seoul is the epitome

of diversity.
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Urbanplay, a company that specializes 

in urban content, has recently 

showcased its goods, which symbolize 

the day in the life of Seoul’s people 

through collaboration with Seoulmade. 

With Urbanplay’s ‘Seoul Like It’ kit, 

you’ll be able to record your way of 

life in Seoul and make life with your 

dog better and easier.
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SEOUL 
LIKE IT!
TF Team of Urbanplay’s 

‘Seoul Like It’
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Urbanplay and Seoul are alike. Both 

the company and the city have 

people who find ways to overcome 

their differences and become one. 

Kim Hansol, Park Byeongyeong, and 

Lee Seunghyeon were also different 

people who got together under their 

same interest in the city of Seoul. 

They were all from different fields of 

work such as designing and interior 

planning, and their daily lives inside 

the city were all different from each 

other as well. But their difference 

turned into a source of inspiration, and 

they got to look at things in a new way 

after they started working together. 

During their project, they realized that 

a lot of Seoul people had to leave their 

dogs alone in their homes for hours 

because of work. 

They also learned that Seoul is a city 

The numbers were enlarged to work 

as a background, and they inserted 

different questions on each page so 

the user could write down answers. 

They also arranged the positions of 

dates, days, and questions separately 

for each and every page under the 

idea that their users would all have 

different moods for the same day.  

The questions for all 365 days of the 

year were created by producer Lee 

Seunghyeon. She took initiative and 

applied the daily life experience she 

had with her friends when coming 

up with the questions. “Our goal 

with Seoul Like It pads is to give a 

new meaning to calendars even after 

each of the pages have been used. 

We’re planning to hold a performance 

on the experience after using the 

kits by utilizing Urbanplay’s know-

how on spatial design. We’re going 

to collect all the used pages from 

our customers’ calendars and exhibit 

them in July of 2021 and January of 

2022. The two events will be a chance 

for us to share the people’s records of 

Seoul.”

Meanwhile, Doggy kits can be used 

to write stories about living with dogs 

in Seoul. This year’s census started to 

include checklists for pet dogs, which 

shows that dogs have become both 

family members and life companions 

of Seoul people. Designer Kim Hansol 

had always thought about how to let 

people live happier lives with their 

dogs. Her thoughts became a reality 

through her personal experience and 

help from the team. The team’s kit 

with energy like no other, and they 

began to feel that it was more than 

just the capital; it was a family and a 

community. They all agreed that Seoul, 

where they all grew up, was a place 

that was full of new opportunities and 

possibilities. Their impressions on the 

city are reflected in Seoul Like It’s 

first edition, “Record” and “Doggy.” 

The Record kit enables you to reflect 

on your life of Seoul through the kit’s 

countless records. It includes a daily 

pad calendar, short pencil, eraser, 

index, and a postcard that you can use 

to write down your daily life whenever 

you want. Out of all the items inside, 

the three designers put special effort 

into the calendar. To make it more 

than just a pad with numbers, they 

tried to design the calendar so that 

it is visually appealing to the user. 

Everyone in Seoul has

different ideas about

the city. Nevertheless,

we were sure that

we would be able to

find one theme that

would connect all of

the people in Seoul

together. 

consists of a map that includes places 

that you can visit with dogs, as well 

as tote bags, scarfs, waste bags, and 

postcards. Of course, the key to the 

kit is the map. Walking is a crucial part 

of a dog’s life, and their well-being 

depends on how much they and their 

owners get to go out on walks. The 

kit’s map features foot stickers that 

you can challenge yourself to mark 

the places you’ve visited with your 

dog. You can also use the stickers 

to indicate other places that aren’t 

described on the map. All that is 

important is to make a record of the 

amazing experiences you’re having 

with your dog. 

Members of Urbanplay’s Seoul Like It TF Team: Lee Seunghyeong (left), Kim Hansol, Park Byeongyeong (right)
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Every move from the company Mother 

Ground seems to shock the world. 

This shoe company earns the trust of 

customers by opening up all of the 

production costs on their receipts and 

creating an online business model 

with no offline stores.

FAIR AND 
SQUARE 
Lee Genbaek, 

CEO of Mother Ground

The first sight of Mother Ground’s 

receipts will leave you astounded 

for sure. The little piece of paper 

includes all of the product’s costs, 

from production processes such as 

equipment (molding/shoe frame/core 

types), natural leather, subsidiary 

materials (prints/soles/liners/strings/

laces), tailoring (sewing/assembly/

cutting), packing (package/labor cost) 

to even wages, store management 

costs, and margins. This outlandish 

transparency will make any customer 

wonder about the company’s policies. 

Not only is it a surprise that there 

are so many stages of work put into 

making one pair of shoes, but it is also 

remarkable to learn that the company 

is daring enough to disclose all of its 

production systems and collaborating 

companies.

As you can see, Mother Ground 

is a company that respects fellow 

members of the industry and is 

not afraid to show its true self. The 

company’s confidence is more than 

enough to make their customers 

believe in the company’s honesty and 

sincerity.

Launched in 2017, Mother Ground 

is a new member in an industry 

that defies the old retailing ways of 

the fashion industry. The company 

was able break away from retailers 

despite its low brand awareness 

thanks to the experience of CEO Lee 

Geunbaek. Being a graduate of a 

graphic designing major, Lee had been 

making bags and clothes for ten years 

before launching Mother Ground. It 

was only natural for a young rookie 

like him to get caught up in the web 

of retailers after starting a business 

in the fierce battlefield of the fashion 

industry. He was able to advertise 

his products and increase the brand’s 

sales, but the retail margin took up 

30% of his business, which hindered 

him in his attempts to create high-

quality products at reasonable prices. 

This experience led Lee to get rid of 

the marketing and retail costs when 

he launched Mother Ground. 

Mother Ground has reached its fifth 

year in business, and it has already 

run several collaborations with various #
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brands. The most remarkable series 

would be the City Walkers, which was 

a collaboration between the brand 

and Seoulmade. The image that CEO 

Lee has of Seoul is the idea of colors. 

The gray buildings, the red sunset at 

Han River, the achromatic colors of 

crosswalks and shadows of people 

are all the pigments that are sources 

of inspiration for Mother Ground’s 

products. 

A total of 12 products, which include 

Five pairs of shoes, two tumblers, a 

market bag, pouch, sweatshirt are 

expressions from Mother Ground on 

the evening scene of people returning 

joyfully to their homes after they’ve 

finished their work. 

Lee states that he has a love/hate 

relationship with Seoul, the city in 

which he grew up and worked. Once 

a skeptic regarding the city’s potential, 

he says that he has been able to 

find the power of positivity inside 

the dynamic capital of Korea. The 

collaboration with Seoulmade worked 

as a catalyst of his change of ideas, 

and he realized that not only did Seoul 

have merits, but it also had the power 

of fixing its issues.

With contour lines marked on the floor 

of his shoes, Lee took the tough road 

of jumping into the shoe industry. The 

reason that he chose this path was 

because he wanted to dare himself 

to achieve his old dream. He wanted 

to make shoes that fit perfectly into 

his customers’ feet, and to make his 

dream come true, he went through 

countless trials and errors, came up 

with samples, and put them out for 

crowd funding to earn production 

costs. 

The policy he took was honesty, and 

he dove straight into the market with 

a sincere desire to deliver the best 

shoes. Being a businessman that is in 

charge of design, management, and 

sales CEO Lee says that his wish is 

for people to wear his shoes and leave 

footprints of positivity inside the busy 

city.

The image that CEO

Lee has of Seoul is

the idea of colors. The 

gray buildings, the 

red sunset at Han

River, the achromatic

colors of crosswalks,

and the shadows

of people are all

the pigments that

become the sources

of inspiration for

Mother Ground’s

products.
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Basics, balance, and essence: These are the words that best describe 

the company Aeca White. With Seoulmade, the company features its 

collaboration product line of NOTE, which will help the people of Seoul to 

find satisfying balance in their lives.

Well-balanced and 
well-made for your 
well-being
Seo Injae, CEO of Aeca White
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“Just like our slogan, ‘for balance’, 

we aim to make clothes that have 

the best balance,” says Seo Injae, the 

CEO of Aeca White. We met him at 

the company’s showroom, and he told 

us that he is currently concentrating 

on taking things away rather than 

adding new parts into his brand.

“My idea of balance is a state 

with durability for washing machines. 

“Our main products are from the line 

of Premium Essentials, which we’ve 

focused on expressing our most basic 

values. The product line consists of 

items that best show our principles.” 

Aeca White’s effort to stick with the 

basics have gained the support from 

all age groups, and the company has 

succeeded in reaching out to all kinds 

of customers. The company’s main 

targets are people in their twenties 

and thirties, but teenagers and those 

in their middle years are also into 

Aeca White’s outfit. Seoul draws 

the attention of the world, and it is 

a city where people from all sorts of 

different backgrounds get together 

and create new values. It is also an 

area where the historical heritage 

and up-to-date trends harmonize 

perfectly with each other. It’s hard to 

describe the city with just one word, 

but that’s what makes this city even 

more interesting. Aeca White captures 

the scenes of from the vibrant city 

of Seoul with it its fashion brand 

collaboration with Seoulmade. 

CEO Seo states that he feels 

honored to be chosen as a brand that 

represents Seoul’s atmosphere. Then 

what exactly could the face of Seoul 

be to Aeca White? The employees of 

the company answer this by focusing 

on the happiness that the ordinary 

people of Seoul feel in their daily 

lives. The result of their effort is the 

merchandise line NOTE. The icon 

of this brand is a music note that 

looks as if it were smiling, and it was 

designed by Tim Lahan, a designer 

based on San Francisco. The note is a 

clever symbol of how the brand aims 

to send the message of happiness 

to its customers. This collaboration 

features about 30 products, which 

include hats, tote bags, and t-shirts 

with note symbols on them, as well 

as striped t-shirts.

“We even took pictures for a look-

book of the people of Seoul who were 

enjoying their lives. They didn’t all 

grow up here, but they were all finding 

happiness inside this busy city. They 

were the source of inspiration for us.” 

CEO Seo says that he tried to reflect 

the positive atmosphere of Seoul. He 

did this by asking people about the 

happiness they had found in the city 

early on in his project. He adds that it 

was worth all the trouble because he 

was able to receive positive feedback 

through the company’s collaboration 

with Seoulmade. The collaboration 

also contributed to the company’s 

unexpected entry into a famous editing 

shop in Los Angeles. 

where one feels no need to take 

anything away from an item because 

it smoothly slips into his/her life. 

We always try to achieve this when 

we’re designing the products for our 

customers. Clothes that will make 

them look cool and fit into all sorts of 

activities in their daily lives; those are 

the outfits we aim to create.” 

Aeca White was launched in 2016, and 

it became a company that focuses on 

finding balance and the right materials. 

Employees of the company all take the 

utmost care when selecting the right 

fabric and designs for their products. 

The brand’s principle of balance is well 

reflected in its fabric, which is soft 

and sophisticated yet still equipped 
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You’ve collaborated with Seoulmade 

to show  the convenience in Seoul 

This year, Monami celebrates its 

60th anniversary by running various 

projects based on Plus Pens, which 

are just as popular as our Ball Pen 153. 

Because Plus Pens are water-based, 

they can easily be smudged. That’s 

why we’re introducing them as items 

for drawing rather than writing tools. 

Our collaboration with Seoulmade also 

features Plus Pens that you can use to 

draw. It includes Seoul Travel Art Kit, 

which you can carry with you to draw 

and color the scenes of various tourist 

attractions in Seoul as well as Seoul 

Colors, which consists of ten colors 

that symbolize the city’s diversity. 

Your products must be appreciated 

by people who are dying to go 

traveling Our wish was to create 

something that could add something 

new to the people who live in Seoul 

and those who are in love with the 

Monami, the stationery friend 

of Koreans, is currently 

showcasing its Seoul Travel Art 

Kit that will bring refreshing 

memories into your life in Seoul. 

With tools from the kit, you’ll 

be able to record and draw the 

beauty of the city with ease. 

Drawing Seoul 
with my pen
Monami’s Marketing Team
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city. You can use Seoul Travel Art Kit 

to open up and color the postcards 

that include pictures of Seoul’s 

landmarks such as Namsan Tower 

and 63 Building. Meanwhile, with 

Seoul Colors you can get your hands 

on Plus Pens that showcase Seoul’s 

600 years of history along with its 

excellent sceneries. For the colors, we 

selected five from the ones that the 

city government designated and split 

each of them into concepts of night 

and day. The day colors are red, white, 

orange, blue, green, and the night 

colors are brown, light-gray, yellow, 

and beige, all of which have been 

designed and developed by the city. 

By using these colors, you’ll be able to 

feel the ancient atmosphere of Seoul’s 

forgotten history. Also, the little note 

and pen from our Love Organizer will 

allow you to record your daily life and 

the inspirational moments that pop 

up in your memory. The pen inside 

the organizer includes the sentence, 

“I LOVE [ ]’. You can write your own 

message in between the brackets to 

make the pen special. The kit will be a 

meaningful good gift for your friends 

and family, as well as yourself.

Your whole project deals with 

Seoul. What do you think are the 

merits of the city? Seoul might be 

a city of change, but it is also full 

of the traditional heritage that has 

been accumulated through the city’s 

long history. The city’s traditions and 

culture make it a perfect place for city 

branding. I’m sure that Seoul will keep 

growing and become a renowned city 

like New York and Paris. 

What are Monami’s future plans? 

The company Monami released Korea’s 

first ever pen, the ‘Monami 153’ on 

1st of May, 1963. From then on, the 

pen has become every Korean’s basic 

format of stationery. Our goal now is 

to become a company with the pen 

that everybody wants, which means 

that we’ll be concentrating on the 

essential values of pens. We believe 

that pens will still have value as writing 

tools in the digital age, and we’ll keep 

on releasing premium products that 

will be worth collecting. We’re also 

planning to develop markers for both 

daily life and industrial use, as well 

as upgrading our steady sellers. Our 

ultimate mission is to go beyond the 

limits of the stationery market and 

become an overall lifestyle brand that 

leads Korea’s trends.

Our collaboration

with Seoulmade also

features Plus Pens

that you can use to

draw. It includes the

Seoul Travel Art Kit,

which you can carry

with you to draw

and color the scenes

of various tourist

attractions in Seoul,

as well as Seoul

Colors, which consists 

of ten colors that

symbolize the city’s

diversity.
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Hibrow has played a huge part in 

adding new vibes to the camping 

experience in Korea. This time, the 

company showcases the ‘Seoul 

Park Scouts’ set with Seoulmade, 

which will take you into the 

wonderful parks right in the middle 

of Seoul.
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Won’t you go on a 
picnic with me?
Kim Jinsun, chief manager of Hibrow 
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5Hibrow is a furniture and lifestyle 

company that is well-known for 

its camping and outdoor gear. The 

company has now already reached its 

9th year of business as of 2021. Kim 

Jinsun, the one in charge of Hibrow’s 

planning and designing, says that he 

is amazed at how much things have 

changed both inside and outside of his 

company. 

“I don’t think we ever had the 

ambition of becoming a huge brand. 

But we are glad and thankful to have 

a lot of customers who recognize 

our products even when they don’t 

know our company’s name. It took a 

while, but I guess we’ve succeeded 

in doing what we love.” He says that 

the collaboration with Seoulmade was 

a game-changing experience for the 

company, as keeping Hibrow’s identity 

as a brand from Seoul wasn’t easy 

even when it had been established 

and created stories. Seoul’s parks 

are completely different from others 

in suburban areas because the city 

is packed with people and high-tech 

industries. This leads to the people 

of Seoul also enjoying the parks in 

different ways, and the two brands 

observed every little detail of how 

Seoul citizens played in their parks. 

Based on their results, Hibrow and 

Seoulmade selected the most distinct 

parks of Seoul under the keyword 

of “Soul Park”, which includes the 

Olympic Park, Seoul Forest, World 

Cup Park, Ttukseom Han River Park, 

and Banpo Han River Park. Then, they 

attached unique stories that fit right 

into the outdoor activities at each 

of the parks. For instance, Olympic 

Park was linked to the story of live 

concerts as the area was famous 

for its live concert stages, and Seoul 

Forest was given the title of being the 

best place for picnics with chicken and 

beer. The collaboration includes must-

have camping and picnic items such 

as picnic mats, grocery bags, and milk 

box lids and camping chairs that have 

been released as cooperation editions 

with Seoulmade.

“The products have been released in 

winter, and right now the pandemic is 

getting worse. It really isn’t the right 

time for people to enjoy picnics, so 

we are a bit worried. But we’re hoping 

that our products will come in handy 

when the time is right.” Right after 

showing us some photos of Hibrow’s 

right inside the city.  

“I think outdoor brands provide a 

dramatic experience for Seoul’s 

people. They come up with things 

that the people wouldn’t normally 

encounter in their daily lives. A lot of 

Seoul citizens are stuck in their busy 

office lives. The fresh air outdoors 

gives them rest and pleasure, and we 

wanted to simulate the same kind of 

experience in our products.”

In cities such as New York and Paris, 

artwork and projects that have cities 

as their themes are often introduced. 

Similarly, Hibrow also took initiative 

and worked with Seoulmade to apply 

the images of Seoul to its brand. The 

two worked day and night to come up 

with a new outdoor lifestyle for Seoul, 

and they finally ended up releasing 

the ‘Seoul Park Scouts’ picnic set.

Hibrow and Seoulmade selected the 

image of parks as their main theme 

Hibrow and

Seoulmade worked

day and night to

come up with a new

outdoor lifestyle

for Seoul, and they

finally ended up

releasing the

‘Seoul Park Scouts’

picnic set.

products, Kim went straight back into 

his office to let us see the items that he 

is planning to release. The sheer sight 

of him handing us over the products 

one by one was enough for us to feel 

his passion.

“Our primary goal is to keep doing 

what we do best. Of course, it will 

be even better for us if we get to 

introduce new ways of life to the 

people of Seoul. We would also like to 

go beyond just releasing new products, 

and communicate with our customers 

to provide them with interesting 

experience with our cultural and artistic 

content.”
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We looked into the meanings of the brands’ names in Seoul. The diversity 

was overwhelming as some had names from pure Korean words and 

others had Chinese-based vocabulary that we often use in our daily lives. 

A few of them even came up with new compound words. But of course, 

there are some that have no meaning at all. 

Sioris 

The name of Sioris was created by 

combining the words ‘simple’ and ‘original’. 

Its principle is delivering the goodness of 

the natural ingredients. All products of this 

brand are made from natural materials that 

are in season. Sioris also takes place various 

events such as tree-planting campaigns and 

using eco-friendly containers.

or.er.

The company’s CEO, Kim Jaewon has 

established a number of businesses, 

such as the cafes ‘Zagmachi’ ‘Ode to 

Sweet’ and ‘or.er.’ the lifestyle editing 

shop ‘WxDxH’, and the stationery store, 

‘Point of View’. Or.er. takes its name from 

the suffixes ‘-or’ and ‘-er’, which stand for 

people specializing in doing things. Kim 

says that his brand was named that way so 

that it will become a gathering ground for 

various people who do all sorts of things.

Watcha 

Watcha is an online video streaming 

platform. The name symbolizes the 

exclamation a viewer makes when he or 

she finds just the right video to watch. Of 

course, those videos are recommended 

by the Watcha service. Park Taehun, the 

CEO of Watcha, says that the name is also 

an abbreviation of the sentence “Watch a 

movie”.  

TWL

TWL, a daily necessities brand, is a simple 

acronym for “things we love”. The brand 

offers daily necessities, stationery, and 

fabrics that fascinate customers. As well 

as coming up with new and interesting 

products, the brand’s employees also do 

their best to give detailed guides on their 

exemplary daily necessities.

Gentle Monster 

Gentle Monster is an eyewear brand that 

was created by Kim Hanguk. Kim says that 

he put the word ‘monster’ into the name of 

his brand because he felt that all people had 

the monstrous urge to live different lives. 

The two words in the brand’s name might 

seem contradictory, but that is the exact 

thing that makes the brand Gentle Monster 

break through all stereotypes.

Market Kurly

The word ‘Kurly’ is a modification of the 

word ‘culinary’, which sounds friendly. 

The company’s CEO Kim Seula thought of 

the brand’s name while trying to escape 

from the plain titles of grocery brands such 

as ‘food’ and ‘organic’. Food ingredient, 

cauliflowers came up in her mind, and she 

mixed it up with the word ‘culinary’. She 

actually came up with this name just before 

launching the platform in 2015.

Uu Press 

Uu Press publishes educational books about 

study, classics, and China. The company 

borrows its name from a poem by the 

Chinese Poet Cui Hao called ‘Yellow Crane 

Tower’. The word ‘yu you’ is used to describe 

how the white clouds pass by peacefully 

through eons inside the script of the poem. 

Just like the word from which the company 

obtained its name, Uu Press delivers a 

tranquil atmosphere to its readers.

Fritz Coffee

The word ‘fritz’ is English slang for things 

that are broken. But the CEO of Fritz, Kim 

Byeonggi, says that he was completely 

unaware of this fact when he named the 

company that. He just wanted people to 

not think of anything when people laid 

their eyes on his products. All he did was 

make people a little curious by adding a final 

consonant of ‘ㄷ’ on the Korean name of his 

brand.

Kitty Bunny Pony

Kitty Bunny Pony is a fabric brand that 

was co-founded by Kim Jinjin, a graphic 

designer, and her father, who had been 

running an embroidery factory in Daegu for 

over 20 years. They proudly present diverse 

colors and patterns. The name of this brand 

came from Happy Kitty Bunny Pony, a 

book of retro-style picture in 1960s. That’s 

why bunny patterns often appear on the 

company’s best-selling products.

Ader Error 

The name of Arder Error, a fashion brand 

and a group of innovative leaders reflects 

the company’s creativeness. ‘Arder’ was 

created by adding the stem ‘-er’ to ‘aesthetic 

drawing’, which was combined with the 

word ‘error’. The word ‘arder’ represents 

people who create a wide variety of cultural 

content as well as fashion items, and ‘error’ 

represents the countless trials and errors 

needed to end up with the best result.

Mulawear 

Mulawear is a brand that specializes in 

fitness and athleisure. Its name is derived 

from the French word “moulant”, meaning 

skin-tight. The brand’s vision to make 

comfortable clothing for athletic activities 

is well reflected in its name. Mulawear 

encourages healthy and positive lifestyles 

with its various clothes for physical activities.

Trevari 

Don’t be surprised that Trevari is actually 

a Korean word, although it might sound 

completely foreign. It stands for a person 

who likes to disagree to other people for 

no reason. The word indeed goes well with 

Trevari, which provides communities for 

reading and communicating with other 

people. You can disagree all you want while 

discussing about your favorite books. But of 

course, don’t forget your manners.

Thisisneverthat

Thisisneverthat is a street fashion brand 

that was established by CEOs Park Inuk, 

Jo Nadan, and Choi Jonggyu. The brand’s 

name means unprecedented result could 

come up. The sentence “This is never that” 

is also a message stating that it is never 

wrong to make something that has never 

been planned.

Helinox

The brand name Helinox came from Helios, 

the Greek god of the sun and Nox, the 

goddess of night. While he was developing 

mounts for astronomical telescopes, he 

got an idea about this name. The brand was 

founded by Ra Jaegeon, the president of 

Dong-A Metal Company. In 2009, Ra and 

his son, CEO Ra Yeonghwan decided to use 

Dong-A’s aluminum poles to develop the 

camping brand and launched Helinox.

Spoon Radio 

Spoon Radio’s name comes from the film 

<Her>. While watching the film, CEO Choi 

Jaehyeok came up with the name for his 

brand when he heard Catherine (Rooney 

Mara) say, “Come and spoon me.” “Spoon 

Me,” in fact, was actually the name of 

Spoon Radio’s previous service, and it 

worked perfectly to portray the meaning of 

a peaceful space where people could come 

and seek comfort. 

Karrot Market 

You might already know, but Karrot Market 

doesn’t only mean carrots. Although the 

brand logo is a cutesy little picture of a 

carrot, this app is actually a platform for 

selling and buying second-hand items near 

your home. You can sell all sorts of things 

through the app just by typing in the area of 

your hometown. Nearly 12 million people 

visit Karrot Market a month to sell and buy 

second-hand items.

Millie

Millie sounds like a girl’s name, but it isn’t. 

This name came from a Chinese. Millie 

is a combination of Chinese words that 

mean ‘honey’ and ‘town’, meaning a town 

that is full of honey. Just like its name, 

the employees of Millie work like bees to 

provide you with the best of online books.

Fourb

Famous for its cafe’s location in DMZ, Fourb 

is a food and beverage brand from Seoul. 

Just like its name, the brand delivers the 

four essential ‘B’s, which are “basics, the 

best, brightness, and brilliance.” These four 

values represent the company’s will to earn 

the trust of customers by reminding them 

of the essential things in life that they easily 

forget.

Meal°

Mealdo is a renowned bakery brand in 

Korea, and its name is a combination of the 

words, “Meal” and “Do”. “Meal” can mean 

the same word in English as well as ‘flour’ 

in Korean. As for “Do”, it’s a Korean word 

that stands for temperature and humidity. 

With the combination of these two words, 

Mealdo seeks to bake the best bread every 

day in Korea under the best conditions.

Huxley

CEO Lee Byeonghun explains that his 

brand was inspired by Huxley’s insight. “The 

plethora of information in the future will 

eventually undermine its value, and truth 

will be concealed and taken away from us,” 

quotes Lee. This shows his determination 

to create a cosmetic brand that will meet 

the crucial needs of customers.

What’s your 
name? 
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‘Wicked Ramen’ is a product that will 

grab the attention of customers in 

Seoul and Korea. Inside this noodle, 

the flavor of Seoul has taken a new 

form. You'll never be able to escape 

from this noodle  after tasting it once. 
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Seoul in 
a bowl of 
noodles 
Yeo Inho, 

CEO of Goingmary

Of all the different kinds of food, 

why did you choose ramen to 

express Seoul’s flavors? After 

deciding to collaborate with 

Seoulmade, I chose ramen to be my 

source of guidance for expressing 

the flavor of Seoul in a new form. The 

reason for that was because I knew 

the typical yet popular taste of ramen 

noodles strongly resembled the 

atmosphere of the city. I also thought 

Anchovy & Soy Sauce Broth and 

Itaewon Sesame Mazesoba. With 

Seoulmade, we put our efforts into 

delivering the original flavors of Seoul 

right inside our noodles. But rather 

than just expressing the metropolitan 

city as a whole, we tried to draw 

the specific sentiments, regions, 

and cultures inside the capital of 

Korea. That’s why we included the 

regions of Noryangjin and Itaewon #
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that it would be an opportunity for 

Wicked Ramen to grow as one of 

Seoul’s popular brands. The brand 

includes flavors of Spaghetti Vongole, 

Tteokbokki, Cream-cream, Spicy Fried 

Rice, Sinsa-dong-Style Icy Viegar. But 

we haven’t had the chance to release 

a new product since 2019.

You’ve now released a new ramen 

dish after two long years. What is it 

like? We’ve come up with Noryangjin 
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in our collaboration products with 

Seoulmade. We wanted to break 

through the barriers of ramen just 

being daily life food, and deliver the 

values of Seoul’s culture and tastes 

inside our noodles. 

Noryangjin Anchovy & Soy Sauce 

Broth reminds us of anchovy 

noodles From the beginning of our 

project, we started out with an aim to 

maximize the pure taste of anchovies. 

Korea’s anchovy noodles are of course 

based primarily on  anchovies, but 

Korea’s anchovy noodles also include 

other various ingredients such as 

dried shrimp, vegetables, and Korean 

sardines. We present customers with 

the best of Korean anchovies inside 

our Wicked Ramen. All the other 

ingredients such as soy sauce are just 

there to lift up the flavor a little bit. We 

put in way more anchovies compared to 

all the other anchovy broths out there. 

This has enabled us to amplify the 

savory and cool flavors of anchovies. 

Taste it yourself; you’ll get addicted to 

the salty goodness right away.

pockets full of our Itaewon Sesame 

Mazesoba.

We can’t wait to see what you’ll 

come up with after your new 

Wicked Ramen series. We seek to 

be a food and beverage entertainment 

company that collaborates with other 

brands such as Seoulmade. We 

believe that our good food will attract 

the attention of hungry customers, 

and this will naturally lead to the 

creation of a new marketing platform. 

This is where the manufacturer, 

creator, and the customer form a 

triangular relationship. We’ll be able 

to receive advertisement fees from 

major manufacturers who are in 

need of marketing channels, and 

in turn we’ll get to lend a hand to 

creators who can develop new menus 

and products. The customers will 

eventually be able to buy and enjoy 

the content that we create. We’re 

confident that this platform of ours 

will not only transform the flavors 

of Seoul but change the lifestyles of 

Seoul people completely.

What does Itaewon have to do with 

Sesame Mazesoba? ‘Mazesoba’ is a 

Japanese word that is a combination 

of ‘mazeru’, which means ‘to mix and 

rub together’, and the word ‘soba’. 

Mazesobas have started to become 

popular among Koreans recently, 

and Itaewon Sesame Mazesoba 

captures their original form while 

also adding a unique flavor into the 

mix. We put in a little bit of China’s 

mouth-watering spices with Chinese 

hot pot sauce, doubanjiang, and red 

pepper oil, and we topped off the 

mixture with sesame, which is Korea’s 

secret ingredient for adding acidity, 

sweetness, and just the right amount 

of saltiness. The final result was a 

mixture of all three countries from 

Northeast Asia, which resembled 

the multicultural scene of Itaewon. 

If you’re not familiar with the ramen 

already, I recommend that you come 

to our premium restaurant and 

the charming convenient store of 

Goingmary and taste it yourself. I bet 

you’ll leave the restaurant with your #
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You’ve always come up with new 

and exciting flavors, but we never 

expected your brand-new product 

to be ‘Seoul’ It is an honor for us to 

be able to develop new products that 

can represent Seoul with Seoulmade. 

Seoul is the heart of Korea, but we 

wanted to escape from the city’s 

features as the capital and concentrate 

on the values of Seoul as it is. That 

was how we ended up implementing 

the concepts of Seoul’s day and night 

into our new line of products.

What does your company think 

of Seoul’s night life? I’ve always 

enjoyed the night view in Seoul. 

The view at Han River is especially 

beautiful, and I think it can beat any 

night view from other cities around 

the world. What I wanted was to add 

a trendy flavor to this spectacular 

view, rather than a traditional one. 

 What would be an exotic taste that 

young foreigners might want when 

they visit Seoul? I immediately 

thought of Eulji-ro’s cart bars out on 

the streets. Seeing people dipping 

dried pollacks into Cheongyang red 

pepper and mayonnaise sauce under 

Seoul’s night sky was our inspiration. 

That’s how we came up with 

Cheongyang-Mayo Almond.

Your love for Seoul is truly amazing 

How could I not love this city? 

Seoul is the place where Honey 

Butter Almond and Friends was born. 

Not only is it the capital of Korea, it 

is also our biggest market. We’ve 

been running our flagship store at 

Myeong-dong to let foreigners know 

about our almonds. Had it not been 

for Seoul, Honey Butter Almonds and 

Friends would never have come this 

far. If we were the farmers, Seoul 

was our grove. The city provided us 

with the land we needed to grow our 

customized almonds. 

How did customers react to 

Cheongyang Mayo Almonds? We 

ran a test market to see the initial 

You won’t find any almonds 

growing on Korean soil, but this 

Korean company has caught the 

attention of people all around the 

world with its almond products. 

Even after the outbreak of 

COVID-19, the company is still 

making new sales records. We met 

with Yun Munhyeon, the CEO of 

Honey Butter Almond and Friends, 

to listen to his story on how his 

company in Seoul grew up to be a 

worldwide giant of almonds.

Dive into 
the tasteful 
nights and 
days of 
Seoul
Yun Munhyeon, 

CEO of Honey Butter 

Almond and Friends
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reaction from the market, and we 

found that the new product was 

in the top 40% of our total line of 

almonds in supermarket sales. It was 

a pleasant surprise for us to find that 

Cheongyang Mayo was leading the 

market only after a month since its 

first release. We’re expecting sales 

numbers to skyrocket after a while.

Then what about the ‘day flavor’ 

that you’re currently developing? I 

like to ride my bike by the riverside of 

Han River. At Han River, you can see 

people walking their dogs, enjoying 

peaceful times under their tents, and 

eating chicken with a cup of beer. This 

Seoul is where Honey

Butter Almond and 

Friends was born. Not 

only is it the capital

of Korea, it is also

our biggest market.

If we were the

farmers, Seoul was

our grove. The city

provided us with the

land we needed to

grow our customized

almonds.

scene inspired me to develop a fried 

chicken flavor. We’re also planning 

to apply a wide variety of traditional 

Korean food to our almonds after 

the success of Cheongyang Mayo. 

I believe we’ll able to come up with 

excellent almond products that reflect 

the regions’ atmospheres if we 

collaborate with local farmers and the 

Agricultural Cooperative Federation.

Your ideas for new almond flavors 

seem to be endless We try not to 

put any limits on our almond flavors, 

but that doesn’t mean that we just 

go out and make new products over 

and over again. We come up with 

plans that can be achieved and take 

our steps carefully to fulfill our goals. 

Our goal right now is to approach 

our customers in a friendly way with 

our universal flavors of almonds and 

ultimately become a food company 

that is known worldwide. We’re 

planning to minimize cost fluctuations 

by purchasing an almond farm in 

the United States that is one of 

the world’s top almond producers 

and upgrade the quality of all of our 

products. We want to show the world 

that small food companies like us can 

also grow to become one of Korea’s 

major companies.#
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 You’ve finally released your new 

product, ‘Healthy Chicken’, after 

ten years of releasing last original 

format To be precise, we’ve added 

a new flavor to our original lineup. 

Sausages from Cheonhajangsa are 

released in two formats: ‘Original’ and 

‘Doubling’. The original lineup includes 

our first product released in 1985 and 

the cheese-flavored sausages that 

we put out in 2009.  Meanwhile, the 

‘Doubling’ lineup, which features a 

long, straw-shaped topping right in the 

middle of the sausage, was released 

in 2017. Our new product ‘Healthy 

Chicken’ has been on sale since 

November and adds a chicken breast 

flavor to our original lineup. 

Why did you choose chicken breast 

as the main ingredient for your new 

product? The outbreak of COVID-19 

made people stay in their homes 

longer, and this in turn led to them 

thinking more about their health. 

According to our data, searches on 

health-related keywords such as 

vitamins and protein increased heavily 

There’s one particular sausage 

that Koreans have loved for 

35 long years. The company 

Cheonhajangsa has been in 

charge of this delicious and 

trustworthy sausage, and 

now, this mighty warrior has 

opened up the new snack 

market of Seoul with its new 

brand, ‘Healthy Chicken’.

All hail the 
mighty warrior
Go Gwangjin, director of 

Cheonhajangsa’s Marketing Team
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after the pandemic. The awareness of 

immunity and hygiene is also higher 

than ever before. This trend was the 

reason behind our development of 

Healthy Chicken, which is a chicken 

breast sausage that is both healthy 

and tasty. It’s not easy to earn the title 

of ‘high-protein’ food, but we achieved 

it with Healthy Chicken by filling it up 

with 34% chicken and 40.8% pollack 

fillet. Our sausage even improved 

the taste of the chicken breast by 

lessening its toughness with pollack 

fillet, which is the main ingredient in 

our sausages.

How did you end up collaborating 

with Seoulmade? Seoulmade is a 

trustworthy brand that is capable of 

delivering Seoul’s flavors to people 

all around Korea. We knew that this 

would bring a synergy effect to our 

Healthy Chicken. We also took into 

account the fact that our brand was 

rather unknown to teenagers and 

promotions and advertisements to 

sell our merchandise. We have upheld 

this principle ever since the start of 

our company in 1985, and I think 

that is the reason why people keep 

coming back to our sausages. The 

recipe of Cheonhajangsa’s original 

lineup has remained the same since 

its first release. We’ve never made 

changes because we wanted to 

keep our promise to provide our 

customers with sausages that taste 

people in their twenties, unlike those 

in their thirties and forties. We hoped 

to make young people take interest 

in our products and gain their trust by 

collaborating with Seoulmade.

What is it about Cheonhajangsa 

that makes it so popular? 

Customers can rely on our products. 

As a food-making company, our 

first priority is to earn and protect 

the faith that our customers have 

on us, rather than going for huge 

just the same as the ones they had as 

children. With our core value of being 

a trustworthy brand, we’re planning 

to extend the work of our company to 

living goods from next year.

Will you keep up your work in 

Seoul? Of course. Seoul has always 

been a city of opportunities for 

Cheonhajangsa. Not only is it a market 

where we can sell our products, it is 

also a place to let people know about 

our brand. Seoul is Korea’s largest 

and most populated city, and it has 

the country’s best infrastructure. In 

this city, we can enjoy all the spaces 

we need to advertise our brand. I 

can’t tell you the specifics, but we’re 

able to make plans on reaching out 

to living goods in 2021 because we 

are a company that resides in Seoul. 

You can count on us to bring you the 

goodness that you deserve through 

our Healthy Chicken and all our other 

products.
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How would you describe the brand 

Masitdak? Foodnamoo is the only 

company in Korea to specialize in 

wellness platforms. Our company 

is in charge of various content such 

as healthy convenience food, diet 

and fitness merchandise, and media-

related goods. Our main product, 

Matsitdak, is a chicken breast product 

that we created to break people’s 

stereotypes about tough and tasteless 

chicken breast. The majority of our 

Agency, and we knew that we had 

a lot in common. The trust that we 

built up with the agency was one 

of the reasons why we decided to 

collaborate with Seoulmade. We 

found the potential of Seoulmade 

within its power of selecting clear 

targets for brand communication, as 

well as its brand-related activities that 

expresses the vivid atmosphere of 

Seoul. Interest in health right now is 

higher than ever before, and we want 

Masitdak to become Seoul’s signature 

brand in these times.

Please tell us about the products 

that you’ve made through 

collaboration with Seoulmade The 

brand is called “Haengbok Hankki”, 

which is a healthy meal made out of 

chicken breast. Our product consists 

of meals such as pizzas, dumplings, 

japchae, fried rice, and burritos, which 

are convenient to make and hearty at 

the same time. Haengbok Hankki is 

perfect for people who need to control 

their diet, and it can also fit right into 

the daily lives of busy people in Seoul.

What are your top priorities when 

developing products including ones 

through  collaboration? The market 

of feeling full without taking in so 

much calories.

What do you think is one of 

Masitdak’s strong points? I think that 

would be its variety. The brand consists 

of over 150 products that are all made 

out of chicken breasts. The brand’s 

power comes from being able to fit the 

tastes of all sorts of customers.

brand’s customers used to be men in 

their twenties and thirties, but we’ve 

had an increase in sales among other 

age groups and women as well. 

You’ve recently collaborated with 

Seoulmade. What contributed to 

that decision? We believed that 

the collaboration would be a good 

chance for us to promote our brand 

to customers of Seoul and Korea. We 

had already run several cooperative 

projects with the Seoul Business 

is changing fast, and this has led to 

diversity in the needs of customers. In 

a market like this, customers are our 

top priority. We develop new products 

based on information from rankingdak.

com, which has data on 1.2 million 

customers, 3.35 million purchases, 

and 1.4 million reviews. With the help 

of big data, we are able to detect what 

the customers want right away and 

take their demands into consideration 

with regard to our products. We were 

confident that Masitdak would be the 

perfect candidate to become our main 

brand and create a positive change 

in the ever-changing market. Do you 

have any other products that are 

popular other than the ones you 

created with Seoulmade? ‘Hankki 

Mandu’ is one of our steady sellers. 

These delicious dumplings are low in 

calories, which is why our customers 

enjoy them as nighttime snacks. Diet 

products from other companies seem 

to only concentrate on protein, but 

Hankki Mandu is a meal that provides 

protein as well as other nutrients such 

as carbohydrates. I think that’s why 

it has become so popular. With our 

dumplings, you can have the pleasure 

Masitdak is the main brand of Foodnamoo, 

which is a wellness platform company with 

its base in the health-sensitive city of Seoul. 

Recently, the company has started to lead the 

market of healthy food through a collaboration 

with Seoulmade.

Healthy food can be 

yummy

Kim Yeongmun, CEO of Masitdak 
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There’s a brand that makes life easier 

with products you can trust. Have you 

ever heard of Saengong? It’s a brand that 

creates wonderful stories with its daily 

life products. We met with the company’s 

CEO, Choi Jongu, to hear what led to his 

collaboration with Seoulmade and what 

goes into making Seoul safer and more 

convenient.
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Keeping Seoul 
safe and the
life affluent  

Choi Jeongu, director of Saengong 

put out a toothpaste product.

In December, we released dishwasher 

detergents, hanging toilet cleaning 

liquid, washing machine detergents, 

and fabric softeners. Out of all these 

products, the one that fits best into 

our slogan would be our dishwasher 

detergent. We only used ingredients 

that customers can trust, and we 

told all the other materials inside 

the product as well. The best thing 

about our detergent is that it includes 

baking soda and citric acid. With these 

ingredients, you can make your dishes 

shine without having to rinse them 

after washing them.

What did you take into account 

when collaborating with 

Seoulmade to create new products? 

As well as sticking to the core values 

of Saengong, which are reasonable 

prices, safe ingredients, and slick 

designs, we also added more variety 

into our lineup so that our customers 

would be able to use our products in 

all areas of their daily lives. We made 

this decision to make their lives more 

convenient and fruitful.

Our goal was to create all the 

products that our customers would 

need to get through their day. We’re 

Your motto is “We stick to the 

basics, and we create lifestyles.” 

What exactly does that mean? 

Saengong is a daily items brand that 

offers products with designs that 

fit everything at affordable prices. 

We’re known for our policy of keeping 

hazardous materials out of our 

products. To ensure that our products 

stick to the basics, we concentrate on 

getting rid of harmful ingredients rather 

than adding options just to make them 

look fancier. 

You’ve recently collaborated with 

Seoulmade. How did that happen? 

We found out about Seoulmade 

through an advertisement on the 

radio. We had always been keen on 

programs that the Seoul Business 

Agency had been running for smaller 

companies and store owners. 

Fortunately, the agency had the 

perfect program for us, and we turned 

in our application right away.

Please tell us more about the 

products that you’ve released 

with Seoulmade Under the slogan 

of “keeping Seoul safe”, we made  

products on hygiene, cleaning, and 

washing. In October, 2020 we released 

a foot shampoo, and in November we 
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just glad that we could achieve that 

with Seoulmade. 

Seoulmade communicates with 

Seoul consumers by finding new 

products that can reflect the 

city’s atmosphere. How would 

your company define Seoul’s 

atmosphere? We would say that 

Seoul is a city full of diversity. 

It’s a place where people with all sorts 

Seoul? Saengong fits perfectly into 

the atmosphere of Seoul because it 

is a company with products that go 

well with all kinds of spaces. I can say 

with confidence that our products can 

fit into any part of the city. Our goal is 

to keep developing items that fit right 

into the various different moments of 

people’s lives.

What do you wish to achieve 

through your collaboration with 

Seoulmade? We want to have fun 

and create new stories. With this 

collaboration, two different companies 

got together to make something 

different. I think this will allow us to 

make a wide variety of new stories. 

It would be even better if those 

stories could contribute to making 

people’s lives easier. The main theme 

of this collaboration, “Seoul’s safety”, 

also goes well with our company’s 

core values. Building up our brand is 

important, but what we really want is 

to share our experience and tell our 

stories. We want to let people know 

that Saengong’s top priority is to keep 

people safe.

As a employee of Saengong, 

what do you think is Seoulmade’s 

potential as a brand? Seoulmade 

is already a great brand, but we 

believe that it will be even greater in 

the future. Unlike other brands with 

short-term promotion strategies, 

Seoulmade actually tries to find the 

strengths within each of the small-

sized companies and give them the 

ideas and content they need. The 

brand also works as a meeting ground 

for various companies to get together 

and come up with new projects. If 

Seoulmade can keep this up, there's 

no doubt that it will have amazing 

outcomes in the future.

 

of different values and perspectives 

come together and get along with 

each other. All the people here are 

unique, and they all live in a city where 

the past and the present coexist. The 

city is full of trends that quickly come 

and go, but it also has the tranquil 

atmosphere that can only be found in 

cities that date back to ancient times.

What links Saengong to the city of 
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Seoulmade × Mother Ground

Pavement

Seoulmade × NouNou

Mickel Striped Knitwear and Face Ball Cap
07 08

Seoulmade × Rawrow

Wrinkle Canvas Series

Seoulmade × Rawrow

String Canvas Series

Seoulmade × Rawrow

String Canvas Series
01 02 03

Seoulmade × Mother Ground

Han River

Seoulmade × Mother Ground

Tumbler and Pouch

Seoulmade × Mother Ground

Sunset
04 05 06

MADE BY SEOUL 
Seoul shines like a star because all the different brands inside it beam their 

lights up into the city’s sky. Now, the brands that perfectly reflect Seoul’s vibes 

have gotten together to fill up the city with their products. Let’s go and meet  

items that Seoulmade has collaborated with companies to create products 

that made Seoul, by Seoul people, in Seoul.
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The fashion of Seoul: 

worldwide trends

We made trendy fashion items embedded with

the life in Seoul that we all desire. 

Seoulmade × Cosmax × Very Joon Oh

Seoulmade Beauty
04

Seoulmade × Urbanplay

Seoul Like It ‘Record’

Seoulmade × Aeca White

Seoul Like It ‘Doggy’

01

03Seoulmade × Aeca White

Notes created by Seoul

Seoulmade × Aeca White

Children’s T-shirt, made by Seoul
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Seoulmade × Cheonhajangsa

Healthy Chicken

Seoulmade × Honey Butter Almond and Friends

Cheongyang Mayo Almonds

Seoulmade × Wicked Ramen

Noryangjin Anchovy & Soy Sauce Broth,

Itaewon Sesame Mazesoba

Seoulmade × Masitdak

Haengbok Hankki Fried Rice
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The flavors of Seoul that 

will make you smile 

Convenient, tasty, and healthy. 

All the new flavors of Seoul that 

will make you healthier. 
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Seoulmade × Monami

Seoul Colors

Seoulmade × Monami

Picnic Mat
0605

Seoulmade × Hibrow

Market Bag

Seoulmade × Saengong

Toothpaste, 

Dishwasher Detergent

Seoulmade × Saengong

Fabric Softener, 

Washing Machine Detergent
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Seoulmade × Monami

LOVE Organizer

Seoulmade × Monami

Seoul Travel Art Kit
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Convenience and safety

that keeps Seoul secure

Convenient items that will lift up your life in Seoul. 

But of course, safety first!
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“The old stores that don’t lose their customers keep their original menus unchanged. 

I don’t think that business owners need to change everything all the time. The important 

thing is to know what you want to say with your brand.” 

“Seoul consumers expect to experience something special when 

they make purchases because they value experience-based 

spending above all else. Any customer of YUN Seoul can observe 

his or her glasses being made on the conveyor belts and lens 

manufacturing machines in the corner of the store.”  

Sin Gyeongcheol, executive director of Taegeukdang

Yun Jiyun, CEO of YUN Seoul
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“I think outdoor brands provide a dramatic 

experience for Seoul’s people. They provide 

things that the people wouldn’t normally 

encounter in their daily lives. A lot of Seoul’s 

citizens are busy with  their office lives. The 

fresh outdoor air gives them relaxation and 

pleasure, and we wanted to simulate the same 

kind of experience in our products.” 

“We wanted to see Seoul as its own city rather than the capital of 

Korea. That was how we decided to bring Seoul’s day and night into 

our new line of products. We expressed nighttime in Seoul through 

Cheongyang Mayo Almonds. Now, we’re developing almonds with 

fried chicken flavors to express the image of Seoul citizens enjoying 

chicken and beer in the daytime at Han River."

Kim Jinsun, chief manager of Hibrow

Yun Munhyeon, CEO of Honey Butter Almond and Friends
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“Saengong fits perfectly into the 

atmosphere of Seoul because it is a 

company with products that go well 

with all kinds of living purposes. I can 

say with confidence that our products 

can fit into any part of the city. Our 

goal is to keep developing items that 

fit right into the various different 

moments of people’s lives.” 

“As employees of 29CM, we always think about the things 

that make us who we are. 29CM has been successful 

in keeping the stream of ‘purchasing based on values’ 

flowing, and we’re planning to keep things that way.” 

Choi Jeongu, director of Saengong 

Kim Sohyeong, manager of 29CM
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